
of this program by instituting a recurring "registration fee" required for the systems to be
inspected.

Public Ownership of Private Treatment Facilities

Public ownership can be municipal, a local authority, or a regional authority.
Public ownership, particularly for private systems with significant discharge, can assure
the public of proper operation and maintenance and thereby protect surface waters and
public health. Another advantage of public ownership is increased control over
compliance with permit requirements, as well as state and federal regulations. Public
ownership would also include the annual planning requirements of the Chapter 94
reporting process. Better performing facilities also mean benefits to public health and the
environment. Public ownership of these facilities does allow the use of any excess
capacity in these facilities to serve residents outside of the community for which it was
originally built. Cost savings can be obtained through the shared managerial costs of a
multi -municipal organization.

Disadvantages can include increased responsibility, which many municipalities
are not willing to accept. Financial incentives should be offered to those municipalities
willing to accept the responsibility.

No Action

Although a prescribed alternative, the no action alternative is not a viable option
given the existing and proposed regulatory requirements of DEP and EPA. While doing
nothing requires no decision making or funding, deteriorating sewage facilities will need
to be repaired to meet regulatory commitments. With respect to economics, the no action
alternative will be more expensive in the long term because of increased costs of repairs
and the more extensive nature of the repairs due to further deterioration.

TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT FROM OVERLOADED OR
MALFUNCTIONI1NG ON -LOT DISPOSAL FACILITIES

Mandatory System Refluirements

While system design requirements (issued by DEP) are already in place for new
OLDS, it will be beneficial to introduce consistent maintenance standards for existing
systems as well. Advantages include systems that are more efficient, environmentally
safe, easier to maintain, and easier to inspect/manage.

A disadvantage is increased cost to the owners when system repair or replacement
is required. Low-cost financing through loans is available from PENNVEST. See
Appendix B for more information.
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Management Programs

Advantages of this alternative include efficient and well -functioning OLDS,
sludge disposal reporting, and fewer incidents of malfunctions. All of the advantages
decrease the threat to human health and the environment and limit the public nuisance
caused by overflowing septic systems. There are internet-based data tracking systems
that provide maintenance information management. The type of information collected
can include owner, occupant, type of system, date of service, name of service provider,
any deficiencies noted, any repairs made, date of inspection, date for next service, etc.
These systems make it possible for a private sludge hauler to enter the information for
residents it services, thus eliminating data entry tasks for the municipality.

The main disadvantage is the cost of implementing the program. Financial
incentives should be put in place for those municipalities taking the initiative in
implementing such programs. These programs can be funded by homeowner registration
fees for OLDS and/or a private sludge hauler registration fee. The dual fee structure
helps remind homeowners that they need to perform regular maintenance on their
systems and ensures that only reputable haulers are allowed to operate in the
municipality. Intermunicipal programs operated by municipal employees, a contractor,
or a regional authority are eligible for higher DEP reimbursement levels than those that
serve a single municipality.

The implementation of a management system similar to that described has been
recommended in previous planning documents. For example, the Chester Creek
Conservation Plan prepared by the Chester -Ridley -Crum Watersheds Association and the
Pennsylvania Environmental Council recommended that "septic system registration and
maintenance programs" be implemented along with "fines or other approaches" to ensure
that proper maintenance is conducted. The plan also recommended that educational
materials be made available to homeowners with OLDS so that they may understand their
systems and the impact on neighbors if the system fails. Examples of available public
educational and information documents from DEP and EPA are provided in Appendix C.

Public Ownership of Community On -Lot Facilities

Like public ownership of private surface discharge facilities, municipal ownership
can ensure proper operation and maintenance and protect groundwater and public health,
particularly for subsurface systems with significant discharge. Public ownership of these
facilities does allow the municipality to use any excess capacity in these facilities to serve
residents outside of the community for which it was originally built. Disadvantages can
include increased financial and legal responsibility, which many municipalities are not
willing to take.
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No Action

Taking no action will ignore existing problems with OLDS in western Delaware
County. Overflowing systems and threats to groundwater quality and public health are
just a few of the on -going problems that will continue to persist if no action is taken.
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CHAPTER 8

RECOMMENDED ALTERNATiVES

I1NTRODUCTION

The potential alternatives for public facilities discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 cover
a wide range of options and costs. Given the regulatory focus that infrastructure has been
receiving in recent years, the No Action Alternatives are not viable. Ultimately, the
recommended solution for western Delaware County will be the application of several of
the alternatives on a case -by -case basis in each municipality.

The issues sunounding private facilities focus more on the need to ensure
continued proper operation. Accordingly, it is recommended that communities with
privately owned and operated facilities establish inspection and oversight programs. The
purpose of these programs is to ensure that small treatment facilities are receiving proper
maintenance and that they do not pose a threat to public health and the environment.

Public ownership of privately owned and operated facilities is listed as an
alternative, but it should be used only in cases where there is no other option to ensure
that public health and the environment are not threatened.

RECOMMENDED PUBLIC SEWAGE FACILITIES ALTERNATiVES

Correct Inflow and Infiltration Problems

In the areas of western Delaware County that have older sewer systems, it is
important to begin a program to quantify the structural conditions of the system and
thereby address I&I issues. This program will need to begin with a detailed assessment
of the system to evaluate the appropriate conective actions needed. As demonstrated in
eastern Delaware County, savings can be found in the cooperative purchasing of goods
and services (i.e., manhole inserts, sewer slip lining), and it is recommended that the
municipalities consider developing a program of their own or participate in the program
developed by DELCORA for eastern Delaware County municipalities. Some western
Delaware County municipalities and authorities have already participated in the purchase
program including BTSA, Brookhaven Borough, SDCA, and SWDCMA.

In areas with younger systems, the recommendation is to begin the formulation of
an asset management system that incorporates periodic I&I evaluations and
implementation of appropriate corrective measures on an as -needed basis. This type of
system has been promoted by EPA in its CMOM requirements. Although these
requirements are not yet mandated by EPA, many states have begun to implement these
provisions under their own regulatory authority.



Section 122.42 (f) of the federal Clean Water Act may soon require municipalities
with sanitary sewer systems to obtain permits for these systems. The General Standards
subsection requires permittees to:

(i) properly manage, operate, and maintain, at all times, all parts of a
collection system over which the permittee has operational control;

(ii) provide adequate capacity to convey base flows and peak flows for all
parts of the collection system that the permittee owns or over which it has
operational control;

(iii) take all feasible steps to stop and to mitigate the impact of sanitary sewer
overflows in portions of the collection system that the permittee owns or
over which it has operational control; and

(iv) provide notification to parties with a reasonable potential for exposure to
pollutants associated with the overflow event.

(v) develop a written summary of the permittee's CMOM program and make
it, and the audit under section (5), available to any member of the public
upon request.

This legislation may require municipalities to develop a management program to
comply with the items noted. Elements of the program are to include legal mechanisms
(ordinances, agreements, and other documents) for implementation, responsible parties
for implementation of various measures required under the program, an overflow
response plan, a system evaluation and capacity assurance plan, and provisions for audits
and communication.

By voluntarily implementing the recommendations presented in this Act 537 plan,
municipalities will help to satisfy the regulatory requirements that will be imposed on
them under the CMOM program. For more information regarding some of the specifics
of the required plan, refer to Appendix D.

Uniform Inspection and Maintenance Pro2ram for Privately -Operated Public
Facilities

In areas where private contractors are hired to operate and maintain public
facilities, annual or biennial inspections should be conducted to ensure that proper
operation and maintenance has been performed.

Increased Conveyance and Treatment Capacity Studies

Increasing conveyance capacity is a necessary component of population growth
and development. Each municipality needs to assess its own development planning with
respect to the long-term use of collection systems and the capacity that these systems will
need to transport.



Increasing treatment capacity through the development of new facilities is very
expensive and should be considered as a last alternative. Before treatment capacity
expansion is undertaken, it is recommended that other alternatives be developed to the
fullest extent including I&I elimination and the regional balancing of facilities' capacity.
This alternative will require the examination of several issues in addition to cost
including:

Capacity of existing conveyance and treatment facilities.

Assimilative capacity of the receiving streams.

Effectiveness of existing sludge disposal practices.

The need to modify the existing sludge management program.

Alternative of choice for sludge management as well as facilities for adequate
treatment and disposal of sludge.

Institutional, regulatory, and management modifications needed.

Before any decisions can be made, a comprehensive understanding of all public
sewage facilities serving the study area must be developed. Accordingly, it is
recommended that a process capacity analysis be conducted. Some analyses may have
been completed in recent years and remain valid. In those cases where the process
capacity study shows that the plant has available capacity beyond the cunent permit, a re -
rating study is recommended.

Re2ional Balancin2 of Facilities' Capacity

The regional balancing of treatment facilities' capacity should be examined in
detailed regional studies. Treatment capacity exists at certain facilities that could service
the other parts of the study area. It may be more cost effective to construct additional
conveyance systems and transfer flow to those facilities with capacity. Additionally, it
may be more cost effective to add additional limited capacity at select facilities than to
construct new plants. The studies recommended in this chapter's section on Increased
Conveyance and Treatment Capacity Studies will provide key information for balancing
long-term sewage needs.

Reuse of Reclaimed Water

As part of an ongoing strategy to manage future wastewater treatment needs,
reclaimed water reuse should be evaluated as part of a wastewater treatment facility
expansion and as part of the local land development process for new significant water
users.



RECOMMENDED PLANNING ALTERNATIVES

Updating Comprehensive Plans

All of the municipalities within the planning area have comprehensive plans,
although many are outdated (see Chapter 5). Some of the newer comprehensive plans
contain innovative strategies for steering new land development toward areas of existing
infrastructure. For example, Middletown Township's 2001 comprehensive plan outlines
zoning requirements to promote a balance of developed and open areas. A low -density
residential development category assigned to vacant parcels within areas of residential
development is intended to guide housing development to areas where lots and
infrastructure already exist. The zoning code allows for TDR, a program that directs
growth to preferred locations through the sale and purchase of a property's development
rights.

It is recommended that municipalities with comprehensive plans that are older
than ten years develop current plans that address existing and projected development
trends. These plans should contain strategies to encourage development near existing
utilities and that preserve contiguous open spaces, such as the Middletown plan described
above. This type of strategy can also be used to encourage redevelopment of declining
areas by rezoning these parcels in a way that will attract more suitable land uses.

The draft Delaware County comprehensive plan contains objectives and policies that
include:

Repair and maintain the existing public sewer network to ensure its continued life
and to provide capacity for extension to areas in need of connection to public
sewer service.

Promote coordinated planning and land use management in order to balance
natural preservation with the economic and social needs of the County.

Promote environmental resources protection through municipal and citizen
education regarding existing environmental resources and their value to the
community.

Promote, where feasible, techniques for sewage treatment that involve infiltration
or other means to restore and protect the local water regime.

Adopt programs to manage existing and future on -lot, community, and public
treatment systems.

Consistency of Municipal Ordinances with Comprehensive Plannin2

The revised municipal comprehensive plans should be consistent with the County's
comprehensive plan and with updated municipal Act 537 plans. The comprehensive plans
should consider the proliferation of small package plants and make recommendations for
oversight of the operation of these facilities.



Comprehensive plan revisions need to reflect the current and future vision of the
municipality. Zoning and subdivision and land development ordinances or other
municipal ordinances that are not consistent with the comprehensive plan and Act 537

plan should be modified to remove outdated statements and reflect current planning. If
the existing comprehensive plan is so outdated as to be of little or no value to existing
municipal planning efforts, then an entirely new plan should be developed.

RECOMMENDED INSTITUTIONAL ALTERNATIVES

Experiences in other areas of Delaware County and Chester County demonstrate
that shared resources and services are cost effective. Therefore, the sharing of resources
and staff to perform wastewater management services is recommended.

Uniform Inspection and Maintenance of Private Facilities

In municipalities where an extensive inspection program is currently not already
being implemented, it is recommended that all private facilities be inspected at a
minimum biennially and preferably annually. The inspection should focus on condition
and maintenance of the facilities as well as proper disposal of biosolids. A uniform
maintenance program should be developed as a guideline for the contractor/consultant
performing these tasks.

Mana2ement of On -Lot Disposal Facilities

OLDs are in widespread use in western Delaware County, and the marginal soils
in the County can cause these systems to fail. Some communities have already been
forced to address failing systems and to develop long-term solutions to replace them.

As with other private disposal facilities, a level of oversight is needed to ensure
that they receive the preventative maintenance needed for continued safe operation. It is
recommended that an inspection and maintenance tracking program be developed. This
program, which could be shared by several municipalities, should include registration of
all OLDs, annual submission of maintenance records, and periodic inspections to ensure
compliance. Early detection of problems in an area can provide the municipality with
valuable time in which to develop a cost-effective long-term solution to failing systems.

An important facet of this program will be a public information/education
program. This program will focus on providing the homeowners with clear guidelines on
the proper operation and maintenance of their OLDS. Examples of available public
educational and information documents from DEP and EPA are provided in Appendix C.



RECOMMENDED ALTERNATiVES BY MUNICIPALITY

The recommended alternatives cover a wide range of issues over the entire study
area but are not applicable to every municipality. Table 8-1 summarizes the alternatives
that are recommended for each municipality.



TABLE 8-1

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATiVES BY MUNICIPALITY

EC

Alternative E

c_ -

- .-

cipality E
-

Aston Township .7 1' 1'

Bethel Township 1
Brookhaven Borough 1'

Chadds Ford Township 1' 1 / 1' / 1' 1' 1'

Chester Heights Borough 1' 1 1' / 1' 1' 1'

Concord Township / / 7 .7 1'

Edgmont Township ' I v' V' V' 1'

Media Borough 1' 1' 1'

Middletown Township 1' 1' 1'

ewtown Township V' .7 .7 v' .7 V

Rose Valley Borough V' V1 1' 1' .7 .7

Thornbury Township V' / .7 1' 1' 1' 1' 1'

Upper Chichester Township 1' .7 1 1 1 1
Upper Providence Township .7 1' v" / v v 1'

Source: DELCORA, 2003



CHAPTER 9

IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVES

I1NTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a framework and schedule for the
implementation of the recommended alternatives highlighted in Chapter 8 of this
document. The alternatives are widely varied between municipalities depending upon
individual needs; therefore, the implementation schedules vary among the municipalities.
For example, the comprehensive plan update alternative will require significant
municipal focus to accomplish; however, evaluating reclaimed water use as part of
industrial/commercial land development is a relatively simple modification to existing
ordinances.

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

Individual Municipal Schedule

The first step in this process is for each municipality to assess its own individual
priorities and to develop a schedule to suit its needs and complement existing individual
Act 537 planning. Each municipality should accomplish this assessment during the first
year following adoption of this plan. Once priorities and schedules are outlined, funding
for longer -term programs can be developed, and mechanisms can be put in place to
provide the needed funds when required.

Re2ional Alternatives Implementation

Several alternatives include multi -municipal programs or special studies. While
not every community may rank these alternatives at the top of their list, their
implementation can provide benefits for all Delaware County residents. Accordingly, it
is recommended that a feasibility study for a regional OLDS management program be
undertaken by interested parties beginning early in Year 2 after adoption of this plan.

A second regional alternative involves a study of regional treatment balancing.
This study logically follows the individual conveyance and capacity studies, and its
schedule will be driven by the individual municipal schedules. The conveyance and
capacity studies are also a component of the CMOM program and will likely need to be
conducted within three years of implementation to meet anticipated regulatory
requirements. Accordingly, the regional balancing study could begin during Year 3

following adoption and should be completed by the beginning of Year 5.

MODEL RESOLUTION FOR ADOPTION

The following is a model resolution for municipal adoption of this Act 537

Sewage Facilities Plan Update.
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RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE DELAWARE COUNTY
SEWAGE FACILITIES PLAN, WESTERN PLAN OF STUDY

RESOLUTION OF THE (Commissioners/Supervisors/Council) OF
(Township/Borough), DELAWARE COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
municipality").

(hereinafter "the

WHEREAS, Section 5 of the Act of January 24, 1966, P.L. 1535, No 537, known as the
"Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act," as amended, and the Rules and Regulations of the
Department of Environmental Protection (Department) adopted thereunder, Chapter 71 of Title
25 of the Pennsylvania Code, require the municipality to adopt an Official Sewage Facilities Plan
providing for sewage services adequate to prevent contamination of waters and/or environmental
health hazards with sewage wastes, and to revise said plan whenever it is necessary to meet the
sewage disposal needs of the municipality; and

WHEREAS, the Delaware County Planning Department, acting upon authorization from the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, did offer assistance to the municipalities
in meeting their Act 537 requirements on a sub -County basis; and

WHEREAS, the (Township/Borough) of did by fomal resolution
dated _________________, authorize the County of Delaware to prepare the sewage facilities plan
on its behalf; and

WHEREAS, the appropriate municipal officials of the (Township/Borough) have reviewed the
findings and recommendations of that plan and find it to confom to applicable zoning,
subdivision, and other municipal ordinances and plans and to a comprehensive program of
pollution control and water quality management.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE (Commissioners/Supervisors/Council) of
(Township/Borough) hereby accept(s) and adopt(s) the Delaware County Act 537 Sewage
Facilities Plan Revision, Western Plan of Study, prepared by the Delaware County Planning
Department, April 2004, as an official plan revision for sewage facilities in compliance with the
Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act of 1966. The (Township/Borough) hereby assures the
Department of the complete and timely implementation of the said plan as required by law.
(Section 5, Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act, as amended).

I, ____________________________________, Secretary,
(Township/Borough) (Commissioners/Supervisors/Council) hereby certify that the foregoing is a
tme copy of the (Township's/Borough's) Resolution No. ________________, adopted

2004.

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE TOWNSHIP/BOROUGH SEAL
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ACRONYMS

BOD5 Biochemical oxygen demand (5 -day test)

BTSA Bethel Township Sewer Authority

CDBG Community Development Block Grant

CDCA Central Delaware County Authority

CFTSA Chadds Ford Township Sewer Authority

CMOM Capacity, Management, Operation, and Maintenance

COWAMP Comprehensive Water Quality Management Plan for Southeastern
Pennsylvania

CSO Combined sewer overflow

CTSA Concord Township Sewer Authority

CWF Cold water fishes

DCED Department of Community and Economic Development

DCJA Darby Creek Joint Authority

DCPC Delaware County Planning Commission

DCPD Delaware County Planning Department

DELCORA Delaware County Regional Water Quality Control Authority

DEP Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

DER Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources

DRBC Delaware River Basin Commission

DVRPC Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission

EDU Equivalent dwelling unit

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

AC-i



ACRONYMS
(Continued)

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

GIS Geographic Information System

gpd Gallons per day

gpm Gallons per minute

HDT Hydraulic detention time

HUD U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

HQ High quality

I&I Inflow and infiltration

LF Linear feet

LS Lift station

LUPTAP Land Use Planning and Technical Assistance Program

MF Migratory fishes

MGD Million gallons per day

MPC Municipalities Planning Code

MTSA Middletown Township Sewer Authority

NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

OLDS On -lot disposal system

PDH Pennsylvania Department of Health

PENN VEST Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority

PRD Planned residential development

PS Pump station
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ACRONYMS
(Continued)

PSWPCP Philadelphia Southwest Water Pollution Control Plant

RHM Radnor-Haverford-Marple Sewer Authority

S&LD Subdivision and land development

SAOR Standard actual oxygen requirement

SDCA Southern Delaware County Authority

SEO Sewage Enforcement Officer

SMSA Standard metropolitan statistical area

SSO Sanitary sewer overflows

STP Sewage Treatment Plant

SWDCMA Southwest Delaware County Municipal Authority

SWMP Stormwater Management Plan

TMDL Total Maximum Daily Load

TDR Transferable Development Rights

TSF Trout stocking fishes

TJNT Unnamed tributary

UPTSA Upper Providence Township Sewer Authority

WRTP Western Regional Treatment Plant

WWF Warm water fishes

WWTP Wastewater Treatment Plant
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APPENDIX A

GEOGRAPHIC I1NFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) MAPPING

Preparation of both the eastern and western Act 537 plans involved the collection,
storage, manipulation, and analysis of a great deal of information. Through the use of
GIS technology available at DCPD, planning staff were able to compile and evaluate a
number of data layers, some of which include zoning (for western build -out analysis),
soils (to determine suitability for on -lot septic systems), and most importantly, existing
sewage facilities. The degree to which each of these layers was utilized for analysis in the
eastern and western areas was a function of the planning issues relative to those areas.

Sewage Facilities Mapping

One of the most significant, and ultimately most useful, products of this Act 537
planning effort is an up-to-date map of the County's sewage facilities. Therefore, as part
of this planning effort, DCPD undertook a project to prepare a sewage facilities coverage
for the entire County. Since expansion of the sewer system in the West and repair and
replacement of the sewer lines in the East are on -going, maps prepared for this effort can
be considered a 1999-2000 snapshot of the County's sewer systems.

Through the use of GIS to compile and catalog municipal and authority sewer line
maps, the GIS sewer coverage serves as a dynamic tool which can, with periodic updates,
serve both local government and the private sector for years to come. While only selected
sewer features have been provided in "hard copy" in the document, full access to the
sewage facilities coverage and associated attribute tables is available in digital form.

The following is a brief description of the methodology for mapping the sewage
facilities for the eastern and western study areas.

East

Most portions of eastern Delaware County have been served by public sewers for
many years. There is an extensive regional network of sewer lines and interceptors
responsible for collection and conveyance of flows to the two major regional plants
(located in the City of Philadelphia and the City of Chester) for treatment of wastewater
generated in the eastern study area. For the purposes of GIS mapping, the area was
considered almost fully sewered, and decisions made regarding level of detail for the
maps were based on issues associated with sewer line extension, maintenance, and repair
of the existing system.

Since varying sizes of sewer lines run below almost every residential street in
much of eastern Delaware County, a decision was made early in the process to limit the
number of sewer lines to be mapped (based in part on cost for digitizing). Generally
speaking, all individual gravity lines ten inches or larger and force mains of all sizes were
mapped. Attributes relating to size, material, and flow direction of the various lines were



also entered into the GIS database. Large expanses of sewered areas containing lines
smaller than ten inches are indicated by shading. All manholes were mapped, and
attribute tables containing placeholders for entry of additional data in the future were
included as part of the GIS coverage. Pump stations and sewage treatment plants were
mapped, and attribute tables containing their associated specifications were attached to
the GIS.

Sewer authority boundaries were mapped based on information provided by
DELCORA and the various conveyance authorities serving the area. When discrepancies
arose between sewer authority maps, a decision was made to delineate the boundaries
based on a number of factors including topography, the location of lines, and direction of
flow within those lines.

The problem areas coverage for the eastern study area was based on the results of
the individual I&I studies conducted by the municipalities and the various sewer
authorities. In most cases, the problems are associated with individual lines or line
segments. Such areas have been identified on individual municipal maps contained in the
document. More information on the specific nature of the various problems can be found
in digital form.

West

As noted previously, a major rationale for dividing the County into two study
areas was the availability of public sewer service to serve the various municipalities. A
secondary issue, not discussed in any detail, was the nature and scope of the sewer
network serving each of the study areas (i.e., number of areas utilizing on -lot systems,
number of individual municipal sewage treatment authorities, etc.). The western study
area is not served by any single regional sewer system. The ages of the various sewer
systems, as well as their geographic extent, vary greatly. Many portions of the study area
are almostly completely unsewered.

Issues associated with the western study area are varied. However, most of the
issues are associated with growth and development and the provision of adequate sewage
facilities to serve this development. In many of the far northern and western reaches of
the County, zoning density and soil suitability for on -lot systems needs to be balanced
with water resources and the ability to expand or construct new sewer systems to
individually or locally serve the needs of expected development.

In light of the need to fully evaluate the nature and extent of the various sewage
facilities serving the western study area, the decision was made to map all of the sewer
lines (without size limitation), pump stations, and treatment plants. As with the eastern
study area, all sewer authority boundaries have been indicated, and attribute tables are
attached to the various features. However, in contrast to the eastern study area, the
problem areas mapped are those with on -lot septic systems or other related malfunctions.
Information associated with the nature of the various problem areas indicated on the map
is available in digital form.
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Access to Municipal Sewa2e Facility Maps

Each municipality and sewer authority will receive the following upon request:

A CD containing a JPEG version of its sewage facilities for distribution to the public,
developers, etc.
A digital (shapefile) or paper display copy of the map for updating by the appropriate
party (municipality, municipal engineer, etc.)

Please contact DCPD's GIS & Information Services section (610-891-5200) to
indicate the format you wish to have. At the same time, you may also request data on
sewage facilities in adjacent municipalities for analysis purposes.

For acquisition of the digital parcel layer generated and maintained by the
County's Board of Assessments GIS Unit, contact Norma Cairo at 610-891-4793,

cairon()co.de1aware.pa.us. The cost will depend on the density of the linework in the
municipality, i.e., the number of megabites per tile. The County's soil layer may be
accessed from the following website: http:Ilmcdc. cas.psu.edu.

DCPD will be updating the Countywide sewage facilities map approximately
every two years. At that time, staff will be requesting a copy of each municipality's
current sewage facilities map for inclusion in the Countywide map.
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APPENDIX B

LOW-COST FI1NANCING FOR ON -LOT DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority (PENNVEST) provides low-
cost financing for wastewater systems across the Commonwealth. In some parts of the
Commonwealth, particularly rural areas, it may be more cost effective for individual
homeowners to use their own OLDS rather than incur the high costs of constructing long
collection lines to service widely scattered properties. As with larger systems, however,
these individual OLDS may require improvement, repair, or replacement to meet public
health and environment standards.

PENN VEST does have the following requirements and restrictions on the use of these
funds:

Eligibility

All citizens of the Commonwealth, with limited exceptions. Detailed
information on eligibility requirements can be obtained from any of the
agencies involved in the program by either sending in an information request
form or by calling the numbers listed in this section. Alternatively, eligibility
information can be obtained from a participating local lending institution or
your local SEO.

Family income must not exceed 150% of the statewide median household
income, adjusted annually for inflation. The applicable maximum through
December 31, 2001 is $57,993.

All areas are eligible for project location unless a community wastewater
collection and treatment system is either in place or will be constructed in the
next five years.

Eligible Uses

Rehabilitation, improvement, repair, or replacement of an existing system
located on a single-family, owner -occupied property which is the primary
residence of the owner.

Project costs may include construction fees and expenses, permit fees, loan
origination fees, and legal fees.

Ineligible Uses

Construction may NOT begin on a repair or replacement project before
receiving approval of the loan. Projects will be ineligible for funding from this
program if construction starts prior to approval.



Amounts

Loans up to a maximum of $25,000.

Loans at an interest rate of 1% annum.

Loans must be secured through financial ability to repay the loan, as
demonstrated by credit worthiness.

Terms and Conditions

Loans must be secured by a mortgage on the borrower's home.

The maximum term of a loan is twenty years, and loan repayment commences
within sixty days after the date of loan closing.

A loan must be immediately repaid in full if the property on which the project
is located is either sold or transferred.

Loan origination and servicing fees will also be charged in connection with a
loan.

A basic requirement of the program is that you keep your upgraded or new
OLDS in good repair, have it pumped out regularly, and ensure that it does not
malfunction and fail to adequately treat wastewater or cause a public health
hazard. A pumping frequency schedule and reporting requirements will be
included in your loan agreement.
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UNDERSTANDING SEPTIC SYSTEMS
What is a septic system?
Septic systems (also called "onlot" disposal systems or
OLDS) are sewage systems located on the property of
the homeowner. They treat and dispose of domestic
sewage through natural processes. Liquid waste from a
treatment tank percolates through the soil, where it is
neutralized and broken down further. Septic system
operation and maintenance is the responsibility of the
homeowner. In contrast, a centralized sewage system
collects and treats sewage from many homes and/or
businesses and disposes it off site. Centralized systems
often use complex mechanical and chemical treatment
methods.

Who uses septic systems?
For many Pennsylvanians, centralized sewage disposal
is not an option. In fact, one-third of Pennsylvania
residents currently depend on septic systems to treat
their sewage. In some cases, this is because many rural
areas have no central sewage facility. In other cases, a
central facility may have reached capacity due to
development, requiring new homes to use septic
systems on an interim basis.

How do I obtain a septic system permit?
Anyone who intends to install a septic system with a flow
of less than 10,000 gallons per day must use the
following generalized process:

1. The lot owner or an agent for the owner applies for a
permit through the local agency* Sewage Enforce-
ment Officer (SEO);

2. The SEO for the local agency conducts soil profile
examination and percolation tests to determine site
suitability;

3. The lot owner or agent completes the permit
application by including a septic system design based
upon the results of the site suitability testing;

4. The SEO approves or denies the permit within seven
days of receipt of a completed application; and

5. If approved, the SEO issues a permit. Installation of
a system may begin. If denied, the SEO notifies the
applicant and provides opportunity for an appeal
hearing.

6. The SEO may oversee any step of installation and
must inspect the completed system before coverage
and use.

What is an SEO and what are his/her duties?
Certified Sewage Enforcement Officers working for local
governing bodies handle the septic system permitting
process. This includes the review of soil profiles (deep
probes) and percolation tests and the issuance of
permits.

What is DEP's role in the permitting
process?
DEP can review, monitor and assist local agencies
administration of the permitting process.

What is a deep probe test?
The first test on the site is a deep probe test. In this test,
a backhoe pit is dug as deep as eight feet. The SEO
enters this pit to examine the make up of the soil (soil
profile). From this, the SEO will determine the suitability
of the soil for a septic system. If the soil is determined
suitable for a type of system (standard or alternate), then
a percolation test will be performed. If the soil is
determined unsuitable, no permit will be issued.

What is a percolation test?
A percolation ("perc") test measures the rate at which
water moves through soil. The test is to determine if the
soil will allow water to drain quickly enough to support a
properly working septic system. The following process is
used to perform a percolation test:

1. A minimum of six holes are dug in the area of the
proposed absorption field;

2. The soil is soaked before the actual test to reproduce
wet season operation;

3. The day of the test, a final soaking is completed for
one hour; and

4. The actual test then begins with a series of
measurements of water level drop done at 10 or 30
minute intervals. This test may take as long as four
hours or as little as 40 minutes, depending upon the
type of soil. (Very sandy soils usually take less time to
test than soils with a lot of clay.)

It is very important to realize that although the effluent
from a septic or aerobic tank is partially treated, it still
contains substances that can affect the groundwater,
such as viruses, pathogens and nitrates. The soil is a
critical component of an efficiently running system.
Regular maintenance of the system also is necessary to
ensure long-term operation.

* The local agency may be the municipality, a multi -municipal organization, county or joint county Department of Health.



There are several variations to the standard septic sys-
tem depending on soil, site and operational conditions.
They are:

1. Standard trench 4. Elevated sand mound
2. Seepage bed system 5. Individual residential
3. Subsurface sand filter spray irrigation

system (IRSIS)
For more information on these variations, please contact
your local SEQ (obtain address/phone number from your
municipality's government office).

How does a septic system function?

Figure A: Gravity Distribution Systems

Abucrpi,on Fieig

Figure B: Pressure Distribution Systems

Sewage, both human waste and water used for
bathing and washing, flows to the septic tank. Here,
primary treatment of the sewage takes place. The
heaviest matter falls to the bottom of the tank
forming sludge. Lighter matter (scum) floats on top
of the liquid (effluent). Sludge and scum must be
pumped out regularly.

2. Septic tank effluent then flows to a distribution box
or a solid header in gravity flow systems (see
Figure A) or to a pump tank in pressurized systems
(see Figure B).

3. In both types of systems, the septic tank effluent is
then directed to an absorption area constructed of
pipe placed within a layer of gravel, and percolates
through the soil for additional treatment. The soil
neutralizes many of the contents of the wastewater
and converts the others to different forms.

How often must my septic tank be pumped?
Up to 50 percent of the solids retained in the tank
decompose; the remainder accumulate in the tank. A
septic tank should be pumped out at least every three to
five years, or according to your local sewage
management program which may require more frequent
pumping.

Under current Pennsylvania law, a 900 -gallon septic
tank must be used for a home with three bedrooms or
fewer. If six people reside in a three -bedroom house, the
tank should be pumped every 1.3 years. If the same
system serves a family of two, the tank would be
pumped every 5.2 years. Systems installed before 1971
may have septic tanks smaller than 900 gallons. These
tanks may need to be pumped more than once a year.

What if my lot conditions do not meet the
requirements for a standard septic system?
If your particular lot conditions do not allow the
installation of a standard septic system, some alternates
may be available. Your local SEQ can help find the best
system for you depending on your specific site, soil and
operational conditions.

How do state and local actions protect
Pennsylvania's public health and water
quality?
The Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act (Act 537) was
enacted in 1966 to set uniform standards for the
construction or repair of any sewage disposal facility.
The two main goals of Act 537 are to correct existing
disposal system problems and to prevent future
problems. To reach this goal, Act 537 requires the
planning of all sewage facilities and the permitting of on -
lot sewage disposal systems.

Provisions of Act 537 administered by DEP include:

1. Training and certifying SEQs;

2. Providing technical assistance;

3. Reviewing official sewage plans and revisions;

4. Awarding planning grants to local agencies; and

5. Reimbursing local agencies for permitting expenses.

Where can I obtain more information on
septic -related questions?
For more information on onlot sewage disposal systems,
contact your local SEQ or the DEP regional office
serving your county.
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PROCESS FOR RESOLVING COMPLAINTS ABOUT
MALFUNCTIONING ONLOT SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

Under the Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act (Act 537 of 1966, as amended), local governments have substantial
powers and primary responsibilities for administering and enforcing major portions of the Act 537 sewage facilities
program. Among the many responsibilities:

A municipal government (such as township board of supervisors, borough council or city council) must develop and
implement an approved official sewage facilities plan that addresses existing sewage disposal needs or problems,
accounts for future land development and provides for future sewage disposal needs of the entire municipality. The
official plan must be revised when new subdivisions are proposed or when the plan becomes outdated for various
reasons.

A local agency must handle the permitting program for the installation or repair of individual and community onlot
sewage disposal systems with a flow of 10,000 gallons or less each day. The local agency, through its Sewage
Enforcement Officer (SEO), must investigate complaints about malfunctioning onlot systems and, if
necessary, take enforcement actions to ensure proper repairs.

This fact sheet provides information on the roles and responsibilities of local agencies and their SEOs in handling and
resolving complaints about malfunctioning onlot sewage disposal systems. (Onlot systems are more commonly referred
to as septic systems.)

What is a Local Agency?

A local government that is able to administer its onlot
sewage disposal permit program is called a local
agency. To qualify as a local agency, the local govern-
ment must employ a certified Sewage Enforcement
Officer (SEO) to perform activities including: 1) issue,
deny or revoke septic system permits in accordance with
state regulations and standards; 2) inspect newly -
installed systems to ensure proper installation; and
3) investigate and resolve septic system malfunction
problems. The certified SEQ is employed by and works
for the local agency, not the PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP).

Qualifying local agencies can be one of the following:

A single municipality;

A combination of municipalities acting jointly; or

A county or joint -county Department of Health.

Local agencies, usually through their SEOs, are by law
responsible for investigating complaints of
malfunctioning septic systems and ensuring that the
malfunctions are properly repaired. Where system
repairs are not made voluntarily, local agencies must
take enforcement actions against responsible property
owners. (The local agency also is responsible for taking
action against property owners with illegal septic
systems that were installed without prior permit
approval.)

Where and how should septic system
malfunctions be reported?

Complaints about malfunctioning septic systems should
be reported directly to the local agency, SEQ or the local
government officials (township, borough or city officials)
with jurisdiction in the municipality where the malfunction
exists. Depending on each municipalitys rules and
procedures, complaints may have to be made in writing.
Complaints received by DEPs service representatives
will be directed to the appropriate local agency and/or
SEQ.

What should happen once a complaint is
received?

When a certified SEQ or local official receives a

complaint, the local government should take certain
steps, including:

Local official may issue a letter notifying the property
owner of the alleged malfunction and allowing for
voluntary compliance if a malfunction exists. Some
local agencies bypass this step and first require the
certified SEQ to conduct an initial site investigation to
document the conditions. If there is a malfunction,
the SEQ will try to determine the causes of the
malfunction and to decide the extent of the repair
needed to correct the problem. Corrective action may
be as simple as requiring a septic tank to be cleaned
or as complex as installing a new system at a new
location.



Local agency issues a Notice of Violation to the
responsible property owner requiring the submission
of a sewage permit application for the proper system
repair. The local agency can often persuade the
responsible property owner to take appropriate
corrective action. If the responsible property owner
fails to voluntarily take proper corrective action, the
local agency and SEQ should take appropriate legal
actions, generally with the assistance of the municipal
solicitor.

SEQ issues the responsible property owner a permit
to repair or replace the malfunctioning system after
any necessary site testing has been done and an
acceptable system design has been submitted.

Resionsible ixoiertv owner begins the
repair/replacement activities as approved by the
permit. Heavy rains or frozen soils could delay the
repair/replacement activities until conditions improve.

What should the person making a complaint
expect from the local agency and SEO?

The local agency or SEQ should acknowledge a

complaint and investigate serious complaints in a timely
fashion. Normally, the SEQ should contact the owner of
the alleged malfunction within one week of receiving the
complaint. An actual site visit, if necessary, should be
scheduled promptly.

The person making the complaint should not expect a
final resolution of a serious malfunction to occur
"overnight." The various steps to resolving a serious
malfunction take time; investigating the site, testing soils,
processing the sewage permit application, designing the
repair system and conducting the repair. Also, the
timing of the field activities are dependent on the
weather.

If legal action is required by the local agency to get the
responsible property owner to resolve the serious
malfunction, additional delays can be expected.
Complainants need to give their local officials time to do
the job.

What happens if the malfunction problem is not
resolved?

If the responsible property owner fails to repair the
malfunction, the person making the complaint should go
back to the local agency and renew the complaint. That
person also may wish to seek private legal assistance to
help resolve the matter.

What are DEP's roles and responsibilities for
resolving malfunction problems?

DEPs role in the onlot sewage disposal program is one
of oversight. Under Act 537 and its regulations, the
responsibility for investigating and resolving malfunction
problems was explicitly given to local agencies, not to
DEP. For that reason, DEP does not ordinarily get

directly involved in matters that are strictly the
responsibility of local agencies. DEPs responsibilities
under the onlot sewage program include:

Training and providing technical assistance to SEQs
and local agencies to ensure that they can
effectively perform their activities;

Routinely evaluating the performance of each
certified SEQ and each local agency. Appropriate
action is taken where an evaluation reveals
inadequate or inappropriate municipal or SEQ
response to complaints about system malfunctions
or other violations of Act 537 or the rules and
regulations; and

Providing grants and reimbursements to local
agencies and SEQs for permitting and enforcement
activities which are consistent with Act 537 and
DEPs rules and regulations.

While DEP will not ordinarily intervene in individual
complaints, it is DEPs responsibility to take action where
a pattern of unresponsiveness on the part of an SEQ or
municipality is observed. DEP action could include:

The suspension or revocation of an SEQs
certification;

The withholding or reduction of a local agencys
reimbursement for the administration of the program;
and/or

The issuance of a formal order to compel a local
agency to adequately administer the program.

In addition to providing training and technical guidance
to handle individual septic system problems, DEP works
cooperatively with municipal governments to correct
areas with multiple malfunctions. During the process of
updating an official municipal plan, a schedule is
developed either to provide comprehensive municipal
repair and management of area -wide problems, or to
construct community sewage collection and treatment
systems to replace the failed septic systems.

Are there indications of a septic system in
trouble?

Yes. There are many indicators of a malfunctioning
septic system. Some indicators can be very obvious to
the property owner while others may require more
careful observation. The indicators may include:

Toilet runs sluggishly;

Sewer odors in the house and/or drinking water;

Sponginess around septic tank, distribution box,
dosing tank or absorption area;

Surfacing raw sewage;



Dosing pump runs constantly or not at all;

Dosing tank alarm light is on; and/or

Backup of sewage into laundry tubs or other fixtures

What can property owners do to prevent septic
system malfunctions?

Properly designed and installed sewage disposal
systems function better and longer with proper
maintenance. Most of the following recommended
maintenance activities are simple and inexpensive for
the property owner to implement:

Conserve water and reduce wastewater flow into the
septic tank;

Have the septic tank pumped at least every three -
five years, depending on tank size and household
size;

Avoid putting harsh chemicals in the septic system;

Do not use the toilet to dispose of bulky, slowly
decomposing wastes

Divert run-off from downspouts, sump pumps, and
paved surfaces away from septic tank and sewage
disposal area;

Keep heavy vehicles, equipment and livestock away
from the septic system; and

Do not plant trees and shrubs over or close to the
septic system.
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APPEALING A LOCAL AGENCY DECISION UNDER ACT 537

What is a local agency?

A local agency may be a municipality, a combination of
municipalities acting cooperatively or jointly, a county, a
county department of health or a joint county department
of health that administers the provisions of the
Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act (Act 537) on the
local level. One of the administrative functions of the
local agency is to review applications and issue permits
for the installation of onlot sewage disposal systems.
The local agency official who reviews applications for
onlot sewage disposal system permits and issues the
permits on behalf of the local agency is known as the
Sewage Enforcement Officer, or SEO.

What permitting actions of the local agency are
appealable?

If the local agency either issues or denies a permit for an
onlot sewage disposal system after review of a permit
application, either of these actions would be appealable.
The revocation of a previously issued permit also is an
appealable action. However, a local agency finding that
the application for an onlot sewage disposal system
permit is incomplete is not an appealable action.

Who may appeal a local agency permitting
decision?

Anyone who disagrees with a local agency permitting
decision may appeal that action. For example,
neighboring property owners may appeal the issuance of
a permit on an adjoining lot. If an application for a permit
has been denied, the affected property owner may
appeal the denial. If the local agency revokes a permit
that it has previously issued, the affected property owner
may appeal the revocation action.

How much time do I have to appeal a local
agency permitting action?

The filing deadlines vary depending upon the action
being appealed. A written appeal of the issuance or
denial of a permit must be filed within 30 days of the
action (issuance of the permit or receipt of the written
notice of permit denial) or the right to a local agency
hearing expires. In the case of a permit revocation, the
appeal must be filed within 10 days of receipt of the
written notice of revocation or the revocation action
becomes final.

Where do I file an appeal of local agency
permitting action?

The appeal must be filed with the local agency serving
the area in which the permit was issued.

If I am opposed to the issuance of a permit,
how will I know when the permit has been
issued?

In order to know when a permit has been issued, you
may request to be notified by the local agency.
Alternatively, you may check for the posting of the permit
on the lot. This is required prior to the start of
construction of the onlot sewage disposal system.

If I file an appeal of a permit issuance, must
construction on the lot stop?

Appeal of an issued permit does not stop construction on
the lot; therefore, the appeal should be filed as soon as
possible following permit issuance.

If my permit is revoked and I file an appeal of
the revocation, may I continue to construct my
home or sewage system?

Appeal of a revocation does NOT allow construction on
the lot to continue. No further construction or use of the
sewage system or the structure it is to serve may occur
until a new permit is issued.

How soon can I expect a hearing of my appeal
to be held?

The local agency must hold a hearing within 30 days of
receipt of an appeal. The local agency must inform both
the appellant and DEP of the date, time and location of
the hearing, and must be prepared to defend its actions
during the course of this and any subsequent appeal.

How should I prepare for the hearing?

You should gather any evidence that is available to
support your contention that the local agency action was
unjustified. You should also make arrangements with
any experts or witnesses that you may want to have
testify at the hearing in support of your position.

What will happen at the hearing?

At the hearing, you will be given the opportunity to
formally present the reasons that you think the local
agency decision was unjustified. You may have experts



or witnesses testify in support of your position, and
submit evidence gathered by you or your expert(s). You
also may question the SEQ or any experts providing
testimony or evidence for the local agency. The local
agency, its SEQ and experts, if any, also will be given the
opportunity to present evidence and testimony in support
of the local agencys position. After all evidence and
testimony has been presented, the local agency will
render its decision on the appeal.

How will I know what the local agency has
decided?

The local agency will inform you of its decision in writing
within a reasonable time, usually two to four weeks.

What are my options if the local agency does
not find in my favor?

In the event of an unfavorable decision, you may choose
to appeal the local agencys decision to the county Court
of Common Pleas.

Whom should I contact if I want additional
information regarding filing an appeal of a
permitting action?

The local agency is solely responsible for appeals of
permitting actions. You or your representative should
contact the local agency for more information.

For more information,
call the DEP regional office in your area or contact:

Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Water Supply and Wastewater Management

P.O. Box 8467
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8467

(717) 783-3795
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BONDED DISPOSAL SYSTEMS AND SOIL MOTTLING
This fact sheet addresses some commonly asked questions regarding the bonded sewage disposal system process
described in Act 537, and in Title 25, Pennsylvania Code, Chapter 73 §73.77. This regulation, as well as others,
may be found at wwwracodecom. If you choose the "bonded disposal system" process, the "Bonded Disposal
System Confirmation" form (3800-FM-WSWMOI48), while not required to be used, may be helpful. This form is
available electronically on DEP's website at de.astae.us (directLlNK "Wastewater").

Note: For more information on soils, soil mottling and onlot sewage disposal, please see the DEP Fact Sheet -
"Understanding the Importance of Soils in Siting an Onlot System" on the DEP website at www.depstate.pa.us
(directLlNK "Wastewater").

What is soil mottling and why is it
important?
The Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act (Act 537)
defines soil mottling as "a soil color pattern consisting
of patches of different color or shades of color
interspersed with the dominant soil color which results
from prolonged saturation of the soil." The presence
of soil mottling is a strong indicator of a "seasonal" or
"perched" water table (the water table's highest level
reached during wet periods of the year). The water
table may rise to within 20 inches of the soil's surface
inside the absorption area of a septic system. If this
occurs, then the soil depth necessary for proper
sewage treatment will not be available because the
soil will become saturated. In saturated soils, the
oxygen needed for sewage treatment has been
replaced by water. The bacteria necessary to treat
the sewage need oxygen to survive. This condition
can result in untreated or insufficiently treated sewage
polluting the groundwater (often the only source of
potable water), pooling on the surface of the ground
and/or backing up into the house. Such conditions
can pose a serious health hazard.

If I have soil mottling on my lot, is there
anything I can do?
There are rare instances when soil mottling is NOT
the result of a seasonal or perched high water table.
To determine if this is the case on an individual lot,
Act 537 provides a procedure by which a property
owner can have his lot tested when they detect soil
mottling. If the testing procedure is used and
demonstrates that the soil mottling is not the result of
a seasonal or perched high water table, the property
owner may be able to obtain a permit from the
municipality or local agency to install a type of onlot
system called a bonded disposal system. The

remainder of this fact sheet discusses the bonded
disposal system application process.

Under what conditions may the bonded
disposal system process be used?
The bonded disposal system process can be used if
the ONLY reason a lot does not meet the
requirements for the installation of an individual onlot
system is evidence of soil mottling that is NOT the
result of a seasonal or perched high water table.

What is a bonded disposal system?
A bonded disposal system is an individual sewage
disposal system serving a single family residence
located on an individual lot where soil mottling exists
within 20 inches of the mineral soil surface. The
installation, operation and replacement of this type of
system is guaranteed by the property owner through
the posting of a bond. Please note that the individual
residential spray irrigation system (IRSIS), a different
type of system that can also be installed on soils
having soil mottling within 20 inches of the mineral
soil surface, is NOT included in this definition. A
property owner whose lot has soil mottling within 20
inches of the surface may want to investigate the
possibility of installing an IRSIS before proceeding
with the bonded disposal system process.

How can I find out if the only reason my lot
failed was the presence of soil mottling?
While the Sewage Enforcement Officer (SEO) must
make several determinations on a given lot to
evaluate its suitability for onlot sewage disposal, most
of these measurements should have been completed
and found acceptable before conducting the soil
profile evaluation that revealed the soil mottling.



The remaining test is called a percolation, or "perc,"
test. This test is completed last because the depth of
the holes used in the percolation test will depend
upon the results of the soil profile evaluation.

The SEO uses the soil profile evaluation to determine
the soil's depth to limiting zone. DEP regulations
define a limiting zone as a soil horizon or condition in
the soil profile or underlying strata which includes one
of the following:

A seasonal high water table, whether perched or
regional, determined by direct observation of the
water table or indicated by soil mottling;

2. A rock with open joints, fracture or solution
channels, or masses of loose rock fragments,
including gravel, with insufficient fine soil to fill the
voids between the fragments; and

3. A rock formation, other stratum or soil condition
that is so slowly permeable that it effectively limits
downward passage of effluent.

If the SEO examines the soil profile and finds any of
the above three conditions within 20 inches of the
mineral soil surface, the lot is deemed unsuitable for
installation of an onlot sewage disposal system.
Normally, the percolation test is not scheduled and a
permit for an onlot sewage disposal system is denied.
However, under the bonded disposal system process,
if the lot failed due to the presence of soil mottling
(case #1), the permit applicant can request that the
percolation test be completed despite the results of
the soil profile examination. The percolation test is
required before a permit can be issued because the
results of the test help determine the proper size and
design of the onlot system.

How do I go about requesting a percolation
test?

A written request must be submitted to the local
agency. If this procedure is followed, the local agency
is required by law to conduct the percolation test, at
the expense of the applicant.

A note of caution: Although the law says that the
applicant's first step is to request a percolation test, it
is advisable for the applicant to hire a soil consultant
to re-evaluate the soil profile first for several reasons.
First, it is almost impossible to know the depth at
which to run the percolation test without knowing the
correct depth to limiting zone. If the percolation test is
completed at the wrong depth, it cannot be used in
sizing the onlot system and must be reconducted at
the correct depth. Since the percolation test is
generally the more expensive of the two tests, it is
best to run it only once. Second, if the soils expert
you hire agrees with the SEO's determination that the
mottling is due to a perched or seasonal high water

table, the onlot disposal system will not work properly
and there is no reason to run the percolation test. For
these reasons, DEP suggests that the applicant have
his/her soils expert examine the soil profile first.

You must notify the local agency in writing at least
seven days before any testing is conducted at your
site, so that the local agency representative may
observe the evaluations and/or review the results.

Who would be considered a qualified soils
expert?
You can hire any qualified soil scientist, qualified
registered professional geologist, certified sewage
enforcement officer or qualified registered
professional engineer to evaluate your soils, provided
the person is not employed by the local agency with
control over your property.

What do I do after my site has been
evaluated by the soils expert?
If your expert determines that the original soil profile
evaluation was accurate and that the soil mottling on
your site displays evidence of a perched or seasonal
high water table, you have the option of appealing the
original permit denial to the local agency. You must
file for this appeal within 30 days of the date of the
permit denial. The DEP Fact Sheet, "Appealing a
Local Agency Decision Under Act 537" on the DEP
website wwwdepstatepaus (directLlN K
"Wastewater") describes the appeal process in detail.

While it is unlikely in this case that the local agency's
decision will be overturned, you can also work with
your local agency SEO to investigate other possible
sewage disposal options.

If, however, your expert finds that the mottling on your
site is not an indication of a seasonal or perched high
water table, and the expert is willing to put his or her
findings in writing, you have two options:

1. You may choose to appeal the original permit
denial, as described above. You may use your
expert's soil profile appraisal, as well as any other
available evidence, to argue for a reversal of the
local agency's decision; or

2. You may request a permit to be issued by the
local agency under the bonded disposal system
procedure. In this option, you would pose a
written request for the local agency to perform a
percolation test based on the written findings of
your soils expert. Your expert may actually
conduct the percolation test as long as the local
agency's SEO is present to observe the test. If
the results of the test are unsuitable per DEP
regulations, this demonstrates that the soil



mottling present on the lot is not the only reason
for the lot's unsuitability for onlot sewage disposal.
The process stops at this point if the local agency
cannot issue a permit for an individual residential
onlot disposal system that meets DEP regulatory
standards (as required by law). If, however, the
percolation test results fall within acceptable
standards as defined in DEP regulations, Act 537
requires the local agency to issue a permit if all of
the following requirements are met:

The individual residential onlot sewage
system must be designed in accordance with
DEP regulations. The property owner is
required to obtain the design, which the local
agency SEO will review to determine if it is in
compliance with the Act and regulations.

The property owner must provide, and the
local agency must accept, evidence of
financial assurance (bond) in an amount
sufficient to cover the reasonably anticipated
cost to repair or replace the onlot system,
clean up contaminated groundwater and
replace any contaminated water supplies in
the event of a system malfunction. The
minimum amount the local agency may accept
under the law is $20,000 or 15 percent of the
appraised value of the lot and proposed
house, annually, up to three years. At its
discretion, the local agency may require an
additional two years of financial assurance.
The local agency must also establish the
procedures to be followed if the financial
assurances must be forfeited due to a system
malfunction and/or the type of additional
financial assurance required if the original
system is replaced. By law, the local agency
may offer, for a fee, financial assurance for
bonded disposal systems. This is a choice of
the individual agency; you should check with
your local agency to see if they offer this
option; and

The property owner must document that the
property deed contains a clause clearly stating
the presence of soil mottling on the property
and that an individual onlot sewage system
meeting the requirements of Section 7.2 of Act
537 was installed on the property.

Who is responsible for the local agency's
costs incurred in review of my application?
The permit applicant must pay for any costs incurred
by the local agency for review of the application.
These costs can include those incurred for technical
and legal review of the application, as well as
consultant or legal fees for establishing the term or
amount of the financial assurances and forfeiture
procedures.

How long must I maintain the financial
assurances?

The law requires the local agency to waive the
financial assurance requirements five years after the
date they were established.

Who is liable for the bonded disposal
system in the event of a malfunction?
The law excuses the municipality, local agency SEO
and DEP from liability for the performance of bonded
disposal systems. The local agency that issued the
permit for the system could be liable if it chose to offer
the financial assurance itself. In this case, the local
agency would only be liable for the amount
established in the financial assurance agreement.

If the bonded disposal system malfunctions to the
ground surface or pollutes the groundwater while the
financial assurances are in effect, the financial assur-
ances must be forfeited to the local agency. The
funds must be used to correct the malfunction, clean
up any contaminated groundwater and replace any
contaminated water supplies. If the amount of the
financial assurance is insufficient to cover these
costs, the property owner is liable for any additional
costs. If the system malfunctions after the financial
assurances are waived by the local agency (three to
five years following permitting of the system), the
property owner is liable for the costs.

If I need additional information on this
process, whom can I contact?
The local agency is solely responsible for
administering the Act 537 permitting program. DEP
recommends that you direct any specific questions to
your local agency and/or SEO.
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UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF SOILS

IN SITING AN ON LOT SYSTEM

Why is having a properly functioning onlot
system important?

Groundwater is the primary source of drinking water in
areas served by individual and community wells;
therefore, keeping the groundwater free of contamination
is very important. Water that carries sewage from a
household or business to an onlot sewage disposal
system (sometimes called a septic system) will
eventually re-enter this same groundwater. Onlot
systems, when properly designed, operated and
maintained, will treat this wastewater so that it may
safely be used again. Onlot systems that are not
functioning properly do not treat sewage to a level that is
safe and can discharge improperly treated sewage to the
surface of the ground and/or to groundwater. Improperly
treated sewage carries bacteria and viruses known to
cause may human diseases, such as gastroenteritis,
diarrhea and dysentery.
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How does an onlot system treat sewage?

The sewage from household plumbing first enters a
treatment tank, where primary treatment occurs. The
heavier solid matter settles to the bottom of the tank,
where microorganisms feed on and break down the
waste. Lighter fats, oils and greases float to the top of
the tank, forming a scum layer. Wastewater leaving the
treatment tank is cleaner, but still contains disease -
causing bacteria and viruses, as well as other
contaminants, which must be further treated before
reaching groundwater or other water supplies.

tion portInspec Manhole

Inlet

- m  Outlet

Treatment Tank

From the treatment tank, the partially -treated sewage
passes through a distribution system of piping and into a
bed of gravel (aggregate). The sewage flows over the
gravel and then into the underlying soil. In a properly
sited onlot system, further treatment is provided by this
soil. The soils are the most important part of your onlot
system because they provide a treatment "barrier"
between untreated sewage and water supplies.
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What soil conditions are needed to treat
sewage?

About four feet of suitable soil is needed under the
gravel layer to treat sewage. Good soil for sewage
treatment is relatively free of rock and not saturated with
water. The soil structure must allow the liquid waste to



pass through at a suitable rate. The waste must pass
slowly enough to allow the microorganisms time to feed
on the harmful material, yet fast enough to dispose of
the amount of liquid waste entering the absorption area.
While soils rich in clay treat sewage most effectively, the
fine pores of many of these soils slow the downward
movement or percolation of sewage, which may cause
backups to the surface of the ground. Soils rich in sand
allow rapid percolation to dispose of sewage but do not
hold the sewage long enough to treat it adequately
before it reaches groundwater. Treatment continues in
the soil until rock or soil saturated with liquid is
encountered. Rock allows sewage to move quickly into
groundwater without proper treatment. Saturated soils
do not provide the aerobic (oxygen rich) conditions
needed by microorganisms to treat sewage.

Partially treated sewage reaching either rock or
saturated soils will enter the water supply. Any
contaminants or disease -producing organisms present
in the sewage will be in the glass of water you drink from
your polluted well. Viruses can survive in groundwater in
excess of one year.

How do I know if my soils will properly treat
sewage?

As part of the evaluation of a building lot to be served by
a septic system, the sewage enforcement officer (SEQ)
employed by your local or county government evaluates
soils by examining a soil profile. This is an excavation
(commonly called a soil profile or deep probe) of the soil
near the proposed location of the absorption area. The
SEQ enters the excavation to evaluate the soil's texture,
structure and color. The SEQ also looks for signs of
rock and saturated soils. A percolation test is performed
to determine soil permeability (the rate of water
movement through the soil). If the results of these soil
tests show that the soils can properly treat sewage, a
system may be installed. If there are problems with the
soils, systems designed to overcome these soils
limitations, such as an elevated sand mound, may have
to be used. If the soils are unsuitable, no septic system
may be installed. This is why it is important to have soils
testing done before committing to the purchase of a
building lot.

How does water move through the soil?

Rain and other sources of water move through the soil
until the water reaches a barrier (called a limiting zone).
In some cases, rock or tight layers of clay will slow down
water movement and cause saturation of the soil above
the barrier. During wet periods in the fall or spring, these
water levels rise close to the surface of the soil. The
closest the water table comes to the surface of the
ground is called the seasonal high water table. In drier
periods of the year, the water level drops. If the water
table rises close to the surface within a septic system's
absorption area, the soils will become saturated and
cannot treat sewage. If the depth of this seasonal high

water table is too close to the surface, the site may be
unsuitable for any soil -dependent onlot system.

If an SEQ evaluates a soil profile during the wettest part
of the year, water will usually fill the hole to the level of
the seasonal high water table. At other times of the
year, this water table may be below its highest level, and
the SEQ must look for other evidence of the highest
level the water will reach. The SEQ looks for soil
structure, signs of restrictive layers of soil, depth of root
penetration and soil mottling.

What is soil mottling and why is it important?

Soil mottling is a contrasting or "blotchy" color pattern
within the dominant soil color. It is formed when the
seasonal high water table rises into aerobic soils
changing the conditions in the soils from aerobic (oxygen
rich) to anoxic (without oxygen). The types of bacteria
that can live under these two conditions are different.
Bacteria living under aerobic conditions die when the
water table rises because the oxygen in the soil is
replaced by water. Anoxic bacteria begin to thrive
because they can use certain oxides (oxygen bonded to
iron and manganese) in the soil to survive. When the
bacteria use the oxygen bonded to the iron and
manganese, these minerals change color and dissolve
into the water around them. When the water level
begins to drop, these dissolved minerals stick to the
surface of soil particles as yellow, red, orange, brown,
blue or black coatings or a combination of these colors.
Areas from which all of these minerals were removed
because of long saturation periods become gray in color
(called soil gleying).

The SEQ can use soil mottling and soil gleying as indica-
tors of a seasonal high water table regardless of what
time of year the soils are evaluated. Any sewage reach-
ing this water table, without first passing through a
minimum of four feet of suitable soil, will enter the water
table improperly treated. In saturated soils caused by
seasonal high water table, sewage often backs up onto
the surface of the ground because the soil already
contains all of the liquid it can absorb. Soil clogging also
occurs in the absorption area as slime produced by
anoxic bacteria accumulating in the soil, gravel and
piping.

Is mottling the reason a site is not suitable for
use of a septic system?

No. The reason a site would be found to be unsuitable
for an onlot system is that the mottling found at a specific
depth documents that the seasonal high water table
reaches that level. The seasonal high water table is the
reason the site is unsuitable.

Are the colors of mottled soils and the amount
of color the same in all soils?

No. Factors such as the length of time the soil is
saturated each year, the original soil color, the amount of
iron and manganese oxides in the soil, the amount of



soils will be found closer to the surface. Saturated soils
cannot treat sewage effluent.

I don't have four feet of suitable soil on my
property, but the SEO issued a permit for an
elevated sand mound. How does this system
work?

The elevated sand mound system (illustrated below)
makes up for the lack of natural suitable soil by using a
special blend of sandy fill material. The sandy fill
material is placed on top of the natural soil. The piping
and gravel are then placed on top of this fill material and
a mound is formed above the original ground level. A
property with as little as 20 inches of suitable natural soil
may use an elevated sand mound, depending on slope.
The required four feet of suitable soil in this case is
made up of 20 inches of natural soil and 28 inches of
sandy fill material.

I understand the need for an elevated sand
mound for my lot but don't like the idea of a big
mound in the middle of my yard. Can it be
blended into the landscape?

Yes, if possible, the system should be located in a

position that will make it easy to blend into the
landscape. Fill soils may be used to blend the system
into the landscape after installation, as long as care is
taken not to damage the system or compact the soils
around the system. Elevated sand mound systems,
however, are never "cut" into a hillside.

What if I disagree with the SEO's evaluation of
my soils?

A process has been established for the appeal of
decisions made by an SEQ and is discussed under DEP
fact sheet, "Appealing a Local Agency Decision Under
Act 537" at the DEP website wwwdestateaus
(directLlNK "wastewater"). An additional process
specifically for disagreements regarding mottling is
discussed under DEP fact sheet, "Bonded Disposal
Systems and Soil Mottling" at the DEP website
www.dep.statepa .us (di rectLl N K "wastewater").
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may result in an average rate that falls within the
acceptable range. This may occur when the water table
has dropped below the depth of the percolation test
holes. However, when the water table is high, saturated
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oxygen trapped in the soil during saturation periods, the
soil temperature, and the types of bacterial populations
in the soil all can influence the color and intensity of
mottling in the soil.

Does the amount of mottling or the intensity of
the color influence the SEO's decision
regarding suitability of the lot for septic system
use?

No. The tests for other factors that influence mottling
are unreliable and complex. The SEQ must make a
decision regarding seasonal high water table based
primarily on the presence or absence of a uniform depth
of soil mottling or direct observation of water in the soil
profile. This determination may be supported in some
cases by additional information, such as the presence of
deeper restrictive layers of soil or rock which would
cause the seasonal water table to rise in the soil.

Doesn't mottling only occur in clay soils in
lowland areas or flat areas near streams where
drainage is poor?

All soils containing manganese or iron oxides, even
sandy soil or well drained soils, will produce mottling
when saturated because of a seasonal high water table.
While lowlands, flat areas and areas near streams
commonly have mottled soils, many other areas,
including uplands, hillsides, farmland and wooded land,
may also have mottled soils. This is because the
presence of restrictive layers in the soil is very common
in this state. These restrictive layers, as discussed
before, often cause seasonal high water tables and the
accompanying mottled soils.

My property has a seasonal high water table, so
I conducted a percolation test during dry
weather. The percolation test passed. Does
that mean that the system will work even
though there is a seasonal high water table at a
depth which makes the lot unsuitable for an
onlot system?
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SALES CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS UNDER ACT 537
Act 537 (the Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act) requires every contract for the sale of a lot where there is no currently
existing community sewage system available, to contain language notifying the buyer of this fact. Other language
indicating what actions are necessary to obtain a sewage disposal permit for the lot or notifying the buyer of unusual
circumstances surrounding sewage disposal on the lot may also be required. This fact sheet answers frequently asked
questions about required sales contract language.

When does Act 537 require sales contract
language?

Act 537 (the Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act)
requires the inclusion of advisory language in the sales
contract for a building lot whenever certain specified
situations occur. These include:

the sale of a lot that does not have access to a
community sewage system, and therefore must be
served by an individual sewage system;

the sale of a lot that is served by an individual
sewage system installed under the 10 -acre permit
exemption provisions of Act 537;

the sale of a lot served by a holding tank, whether
permanent or temporary;

the sale of a lot where the required horizontal
isolation distance between the well and sewage
system is not met;

the sale of a lot located within an area where
limitations on permit issuance are in effect; or

the sale of a lot where a required revision for new
land development, exception to the requirement to
revise or supplement has not been approved by
DEP or a delegated local agency.

Why does the act require sales contract
language in these situations?

The intent of the sales contract language is to ensure
that the buyer of the lot is aware of any unusual
circumstances surrounding sewage disposal on the lot.
However, it does not substitute for careful investigation
on the buyer's part.

If a lot does not have access to a currently existing
community sewage system, what language must
appear in the sales contract?

Language similar to the following must be included in the
sales contract:

"This lot does not have access to a currently existing
community sewage system. A permit for an individual
sewage system must be obtained from the local agency
in accordance with Section 7 of the Pennsylvania

Sewage Facilities Act. The buyer should contact the
local agency charged with administering the act before
signing this contract, to determine the procedure and
requirements for obtaining a permit for an individual
sewage system if one has not already been obtained."

What language is required if the lot in question
was created under the 10 -acre exemption
provision of Act 537?

Language similar to the following is required:

"Soils and site testing relating to the suitability of this lot
for the installation of a sewage disposal system have not
been conducted. The owner of the property served by
the sewage disposal system installed on this lot at the
time of a malfunction may be liable for any
contamination, pollution, public health hazard or
nuisance which may occur as a result of the
malfunction."

What language must be included in sales
contracts for lots served by holding tanks?

The sales contract for a lot served by a holding tank
must contain language similar to the following:

"With respect to sewage disposal, this property is served
by a holding tank instead of a conventional sewage
disposal system. The holding tank is designed and
constructed for the temporary storage of sewage and to
facilitate ultimate disposal of the sewage at another site
approved by the Department of Environmental
Protection. It has cost $________ per year to maintain
the holding tank since the date of its installation."

If a lot received a waiver of the isolation
distance between the well and onlot sewage
disposal system components, what advisory
language must appear on the sales contract?

Sales contract language similar to the following is
required:

"With respect to a well located on this property (or at a
designated location on this property), the onlot sewage
disposal system components were not installed in
conformance with the minimum isolation distances
between onlot sewage systems and wells specified in



regulations of the Department of Environmental
Protection at Title 25 Pennsylvania Code Chapter 73."

If a lot was created in an area subject to the
limitations on permit issuance contained in
Act 537, what language must appear in the
sales contract?

The contract of sale must include a statement similar to:

"Sewage facilities are not available for Lot # in the
Subdivision, and sewage facilities will not be

available and construction of any structure requiring
sewage facilities may not begin until
Township has completed and DEP has approved, a
major planning requirement in accordance with the
provisions of Section 7(b)(4.1)(ii) of the Pennsylvania
Sewage Facilities Act (25 P.S. Sec. 750.7(b)(4.1)(ii))."

If sewage facilities planning (a revision,
exception or supplement to the municipal
Official Sewage Facilities Plan) has not been
approved by DEP or a delegated local agency
for a lot, what language must appear in the lot's
sales contract?

Southeast Region
Suite 6010, Lee Park
555 North Lane
Conshohocken, PA 19428
Water Supply: 610-832-6060
Wastewater: 610-832-6131

Counties: Bucks, Chester, Delaware,
Montgomeiy and Philadelphia

Northwest Region
230 Chestnut St.
Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Water Supply: 814-332-6899
Wastewater: 814-332-6942

"Sewage facilities are not available to serve this lot.
Sewage facilities will not be available, nor may
construction begin on this lot, until sewage facilities
planning has been approved by DEP or a delegated
local agency serving this area, as appropriate."

Must the sales contract language be included
only in the sales contracts for new lots, or must
it be included for every sale of a lot affected by
one of the specified conditions?

The sales contract language must be included in the
contract for each sale of the affected lot for as long as
the condition remains. If the condition triggering the
sales contract language requirement is removed, the
language is no longer required.

What happens if the required language is not in
the contract?

If the required sales contract language does not appear
in the sales contract, the contract is not enforceable by
the seller against the buyer. Further, should the contract
contain language that attempts to waive the buyer's
rights to any of the required disclosures, the contract is
void.

For more information,
call the DEP regional office in your area or contact:

Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Water Supply and Wastewater Management

P.O. Box 8467
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8467

(717) 783-3795

DEP REGIONAL OFFICES
Southwest Region
400 Waterfront Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Water Supply: 412-442-4217
Wastewater: 412-442-4035

Counties: Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver,
Cambria, Fayette, Greene, Indiana, Somerset,
Washington and Westmoreland

Northeast Region
2 Public Square
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Water Supply: 570-826-2511
Wastewater: 570-826-2553

Southcentral Region
909 Elmerton Ave.
Harrisburg, PA 17110
Water Supply: 717-705-4708
Wastewater: 717-705-4707

Counties: Adams, Bedford, Berks, Blair, Cumberland,
Dauphin, Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon, Juniata,
Lancaster, Lebanon, Mifflin, Periy and York

Northcentral Region
208W. Third St., Suite 101
Williamsport, PA 17701
Water Supply: 570-327-3636
Wastewater: 570-327-3670

Counties: Butler, Clarion, Crawford, Counties: Carbon, Lackawanna, Lehigh, Counties: Bradford, Cameron, Clearfield, Centre,
Elk, Erie, Forest, Jefferson, Lawrence, Luzerne, Monroe, Northampton, Pike, Schuylkill, Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming, Montour, Northumberland,
McKean, Mercer, Venango and Warren Susquehanna, Wayne and Wyoming Potter, Snyder, Sullivan, Tioga and Union

This fact sheet and related environmental information are available electronically via Internet. For more information, visit us through
the PA PowerPort at http://vwvw.state.pa.us or visit DEP directly at http://www.dep.state.pa.us (directLlNK "Wastewater").

vwvw.GreenWorks.tv - A web space dedicated to helping you learn how to protect and improve the environment.
reflWOS*S The site features the largest collection of environmental videos available on the Internet and is produced by the

nonprofit Environmental Fund for Pennsylvania, with financial support from the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection, 877 -PA -GREEN.

Commonwealth of Pennsyl van/a Department of Environmental Protection
Mark Schweiker, Governor David E. Hess, Secretaty

An Equal Opportunity Employer 3800-FS-DEP2028 Rev. I 1/2001
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stand how your system works and what steps you can take as a homeowner

to ensure your system will work properly. To help you learn more, consult

the resources listed at the back of this booklet. A helpful checklist is also

induded at the end of the booklet to help you keep track of your septic
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into tLe crjiiiEe..d dfed &reelis .ije iso oiuunded ti, keep iA:d: :oin
t'ri fix crjinlxki.

\.su-, trri, .11.3 I. P.1- ,J -.9S ,tJi ,J.J% ,-I iLi- ,oi.i,i'I '.11 faf JO -llo

-a ,(W,oJ) Ii' :. aiid pUi.ipJris if ike ta,ik.

MkL Rh

- To additwial trPM

%un howe -: -ii4tw ipJ

I

..L Scieen

hMspe Ot*kt*ee

ip
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hiding Your System

Your septic tank, cravfield, ad reserve dainield
should bc clearly desigoatod on thc
as -built" crawkg for your home. (An

"as -built" orawiog is o line drawing that
accurately portrays te buildings on yow
oropo'ty cod is usually fileo in your local
laod recoras.) You might also see lies or
manhole covcs for your sootic took. Oloer
tanks are often hard to fine because toee
arc oo visible oo'ts. An inspector/pumper
coo help yo locate your septic system if
your septic tank has oo risers.

rr

Drain field

I r' st"wa:er ex:t if" cp::c tans awl i ciharg"d it thc. 'lrai±ckl
11)1 Ii iii: Ii aIi,iciil Is .ie ,il. I .ie t,aaial,s ' a sIt-a aI'i ,' . pcJt-d

r.l',ri irilo die J1rinIfrkl ioi I iii IftaIj,ieril 'Vt-(% I,tit- ,,-v %asIt- a'i
t-rilt-i ilie tatil..

If d.e crjiiEed is over..oadd wri to'., Liui Iiq.iic it wil floo'J, (dJ.IIb'

scwaie t- flow to the giojncl i:rfc ci c"a:e ackiis in p.iirnhn hxtiir"

awl ç.ievc.nt tr"atm"t 'f a.l watcwat"r.

-\ I: V ()fl,J)l,,d iiid ,. i,ia;,s is a;. aii.a ' ;, %' LI 4Wi')'

su:take : .i iicwirukeId :vste:ii if v.ir urreii: crjnfLd hd.. Tie.tt
tIii .u.i wri tI.c saii.e Ji-c is vouf pti. :Vst(ii.

Soil

'4-j)Ii. tarl,( Wr.SIC','IaIt-( Ik,%',, to IIi' JfrIfltIi111 Iii ii 2n-it ,lr.it- iri Iie

soil, I. ti; l atIr,i-liI by ierii',.ris :ia,;ii.il I a 1''iia,

t'J),I flI.II,l-III. '.ii'aI,le s
i jsa foi sj'.ce--Ijl .Ji-v,a'i-i 'jr,i-ljJ.

I . i, i,ia. r.Ieac ( ,ri'i h.1 '.ij,ia',le Ioi i ji. r.l '.t-2)Ii( y'.Ieris Y

riighI l:r.vt- nt-eli a.: a.I- n.iivt- sfrni. ',i niibl r.k, Iiae ,i .:et -d rn

,-li.',ni.-iiv. s't-i,i ,f iit-:.. a.' I'r, ma;.) 'f.,(al 'er.','. 3h-;Ji iii ',nit- a:a °

the systems are too dose to groundwater or surface waters. Alternative septic
Iji
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,I-ji IJ' flit jl. Jfll)I ) C. Ifllf.flYl IIlatLIerlt ji',c-t-, rricl niJ:i need
'p -c ial i.- .incI ni:runtt-iiar,ce. S',iie ritel riati- ,y'I-n ui' ,a:d, 1,-eli

.,i ;,Iati'. ir.i-.1i .i u:.-t.r'I ' I 'oil ' ;,i.ii.i.ik -I.ati-, ti.,-Iro-:.I. Ui l-i
svt-:ii' ir.p4,i u'i- t.tlaiicls, I .iti' ',i :i-u:.I.c.oij li-vjt t-'.

-..IC Lt -s, ju;iij' ' .v 'l tiJ'.el n ir.i-t liaiii( a. '.' ;Ji;r)J)t-rl' -.re

t,fte:. ied :ii dlterlIdtive \l:ernative vte:ii 1oud k iiisi.,eted
nm1J]v Cliek tl your loctl LectltL dc tuen: or :n:aller fur iiore

i.hrrn::on on p'ritio 'l amin:enan" n'c'l if oii iavc ci ne"c an
aitci nativ" vt'm.

should I maintain my septic system?

\L;, ''j,tu s'I;ji' iit- .:op.9ly 'l u,,n-I '.' ;.'ti .i.h-1, -rI(: no i;,i

(Li -s i-IIi-'.ii.4y I.di.(i- ',i i-i jr,jni,-ti- :11' hijo ,i hi- Ei ,i l-iJ

(Lii- us J'r.'?(l 1,5 J,',LU'rJr' III l.OU'4i,',l.l W '(i-W ('). I J',%') (I,y ii-'i.iire
feiddf LId:n:eIIance they c.in :ail Se1t sySteziS need t, k monit.,red to

iire thdt tLev wot-k pr'jperlv thr,iAiou: theif ervpe lives.

,.i- :a'on 1' ;iiairu'airu ',u: '.J,IIf s'i;ji i' (, sa' ro',rui-s ! siptic
s)I;Ii' -i' iij ..S.i- I', u- .a.i n rucl p' ' i Jr. .ii:.i;. .iti(i- I' ' 'PU

uI ni. El jrui }.0) S'J,(if sy'I.;ii JrIJr('i-I -i.Ia:l (a' k1i 'y
3 vejrs I: 4 Ljr.H. witcn v,u (lG( tile .ost of re:a:rl the entire
:v5t&ui, svteii. i: neer. ii:n (elIerjilv every 3 to 3 vejis;,
cIep'ncanz on many pe-plc live i fix riic al :i' sizc of " sy-

tarn i\n igiiah.c cp::c cvtem -r c" :n cicpan wil low" vci:r property

VrII i- .i.11 ((ii Id t iSi- r Ie,aI .ia',iLis.

Other reasons for sak fedIIent of &t'wae :iikde reveiihui the

.?predd ..,f iiikcoii 4cI il:e.ie aiui r.,rotei.tnr w.itef re,ure:,
pc.Ii:tan: in hci:"ioIc t'wat"i are n:tr 'n, phcphoni, an'l dicase-
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causing bacteria and viruses. If a septic system is working properly, it will

effectively remove most of these pollutants.

With one-fourth of U.S. homes using septic systems, more than 4 billion

gallons of wastewater per day is dispersed below the ground's surface.

Inadequately treated sewage from septic systems can be a cause of ground-

water contamination. It poses a significant threat to drinking water and

human health because it can contaminate drinking water wells and cause

diseases and infections in people and animals. Improperly treated sewage

that contaminates nearby surface waters also increases the chance of

swimmers contracting a variety of infectious diseases. These range from eye

and ear infections to acute gastrointestinal illness and diseases like hepatitis.

do I maintain my septic system?

You should have your septic system inspected at least hat Does an

every 3 years by a professional and your tank pumped Inspection Include?

as recommended by the inspector (generally every 3 to Locating the system.

5 years). Systems with electrical float switches, pumps, access holes.
or mechanical components need to be inspected more

often. Your service provider should inspect for teaks and
Flushing the toilets.

look at the scum and sludge layers in your septic tank. Coecking for signs of

If the bottom of the scum layer is within 6 inches of the

bottom of the outlet tee or the top of the sludge layer is Merisu"irtg sc.im rtc

within 12 inches of the outlet tee, your tank needs to be sludge layers.

pumped. Remember to note the sludge and scum levels Icentifying coy leaks
determined by your service provider in your operation

Insoecting mechanical
and maintenance records. This information will help you components
decide how often pumping is necessary. (See the checklist

induded at the end of the booklet.) the fot if
necessary.

A Hotneownei's Guide to Septic Systems



ii ny,f fa. tots irifuit.'rice tb. En- iueric pumping: the number of
j)t' i: yr. ii ,i ,kl ib. aii',i n c. wr.stewater generated (based on

Il.i- ;,uI;pilp') .,i ., j:.-. Ii.,u,-:i',I ri: i.he amount of water used), the

VOlUJr,t- .,f (u.I Iii Ilif' V is ir,I (fe, f'sa;JIple, using a garbage disposal

i;,' tJi. rit,u,tt ,f .-ri(: .pIui tank size.

ym.' mak.'r o: scptic tans a4r1itiv" c.airn that their products break down

iht ci rJe in st.Ii Ian,, '.o .i- .i.:Lc ni'v'i need to be pumped. Not
- s'ni' a'tc ,ri iht -Ilet In-nt-,, ',I akLtives. In fact, septic tanks

aI:t-a.1} nnta,n iL ;,,. :',l t- lit.) jvt-1 fo, .Jfective treatment. Periodic
pjrupmi ,' a ;iij'.li b-'i-, t., .ns.ut- iL-i. septic systems work properly

1d provick m.inv ve.us of &tr,rit.e. Reard:css, every septic tank requires
perOGI. ii:n.

1-. ii:- .t-1v... eji ih- j)in.ij)t-1 k ni.Ie any repairs completed and

it -it- . , ci.ii',n. : 'ite pumper recommends addi-

ii' ;. l :;,.-ii. he ,t '.lie '..-jt JrO:Jr. li,I. someone to make the repairs as
S.,.,j .- f)(

rrage in1'wr witci ipe i-. thc tT.icaI single-family home is almost
71) ,r.iir,.;s j)t- t,et dat. erL I.i.-s can waste as much as 200

aii ,n, h tJa 1 .i- nIta -Wr It( r ho p ,thdd conserves, the less water

t-ptj' 's'.'eru. PuIi ,eni ,-te, ut- can improve the operation of

lit- wi.',( '.3i.Jr. 1d If'.lJ..I- il. (If i,;i.ire.

High -efficiency toilets

c:-,--
-- .t)pl'i iJ'.t- .i(( ,ij.:ic lc. 25 '. 3.t I si ( -.:i ',I household water use. Do you

; know l, .n.i.:" r.lit,.:s ',I ati w I ,iit-I uses to emp the bowl? Most
ii. f,Ii't( lpt,j.ptc hr.t I',j.t-I, w.ih 3.- I', 5-.i.l',n reservoirs, while newer

l.jidi eIt'.,;,'.y I',iit-i' .is.' I .' içll ;. .1 a'.er or less per flush. If you have
I I I 1 1 1 I I I Ii

) p:'i .1-1,1 v.,Ir }'Ii .jiu syk:ii I .iiic Ii' ' 'ieu witn nousenotci water,

! t.oii::d iechiciti the vo:unle of wt:er :ii ie toilet tank if you don't have

:ita-ethuetix ILodl. Pldstlt. contd:ners (such as ½-gallon plastic milk

jugs; (dr. Lit. hkd wtli sin ii ocs JLCI pldted in a toilet tank to reduce the

A H tneowne1's Guide to Septic Systems



amount of water used per flush. (Be

sure that the plastic containers do not

interfere with the flushing mechanisms

or the flow of water.) You'll save about

½ gallon of water per flushi You might

also consider replacing your existing

toilet with a high -efficiency model to

achieve even more water savings.

Faucet aerators and high -
efficiency showerheads
Faucet aerators help reduce water use

and the volume of water entering your

septic system. High -efficiency shower -

heads or shower flow restrictors also '
reduce water use.

Water fixtures

Check to make sure your toilet's

reservoir isn't leaking into the bowl. .

Add five drops of liquid food coloring ... ..

to the reservoir before bed. If the dye

is in the bowl the next morning, the

reservoir is leaking and repairs are needed.

A small drip from a faucet adds many gallons of

unnecessary water to your system every day. To see

how much a leak adds to your water usage, place

a cup under the drip for 10 minutes. Multiply the

amount of water in the cup by 144 (the number of

minutes in 24 hours, divided by 10). This is the total

amount of clean water traveling to your septic system

each day from that little leak.
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Wbt go's kwn the li can iav" a naio impact on how well your
'ç.tic vst"rn wok

Waste disposal

, . .It.'.;, y .ii oJ.ti Dental floss, feminine hygiene

pfodic:s c&iis, dI4e. cotton swaLs cigarette butts, coffee grounds,
at litkr pdpr twel:, .uid ,tLe kItc:kn and bathroom items that can clog

anl p-t"tiaIlv 'lamg' 'ptic v:ern components if they become trapped.
F.iih:ni hoi:'ho.d chcn:cal, golinc. o:l, pesticides, antifreeze, and paint
an stre" o 1'stiov thc biological :"atnxnt taking place in the system

oi nihi ,rr1ii:inIe ci ih(- VrI-S .av giu'indwater. If your septic tank

p ii.Ij)t-( i, to:. -t.:-i al, jill iicL at ( iin'i.rtting scum layers, reduce the

(h% of :ii-i.ajak Iikt jt' .,,.. a;,'I grease into your tank or be

f):j it1 I., ;,-s Jr,o) iit.c;ut-tii ii Jr('',rIs and pumping.

Washing machines

Jy sl-cIi.: ib- 2'4' I ,J sin. o

p. t- ttafri %aslt-. '!a,.pJ..4 ,i.I.i.l i)riJ, ..
',I lr.PJfl'J13 i.,. ih lr.ie-1 ,cl ct It- t'a.ts J
f):( if L 4aI.9 a:,1 (ru-i1.y. If y',u a,i I

s.4.ct ;.-'1 .,1h fi.;l IOd i

idulidry

I)c..rig a.I .p- 1pp '-j ,k lat r,ti y i.: ,r,' day

i.,iz.iI ,t -.n Iikt a Lrct-,a'.e b ii i tOp ki b h.1 idul

I', o ii St-pIP. '.s ,tni. I)ur12 I ,aJ .iIti . ,aJ does not allow

y .ii '.t-p'.'. L-rv. tiny to -'1.qi.ii.k -tes. You could be flooding

.ii (:Ia,,)LcI v.p'Jp.,pj l;oJnI1 'I.Iit i.'nl :t-covery time. Try to spread

w.iter ise thfouaou: the week ew Energy Star dothes washer uses

35 pecent less eiier'y and 30 pert.ent :e:s water than a standard model.
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Care

Your drainfield is an important part oi your septic system. Here are a few

things you should do to maintain it:

Plant only grass over and near your septic system. Roots from nearby

trees or shrubs might dog and damage the drainfield.

Don't drive or park vehides on any part of your septic system. Doing

so can compact the soil in your drainfield or damage the pipes, tank, or

other septic system components.

Keep roof drains, basement sump pump drains, and other rainwater or

surface water drainage systems away from the drainfield. Flooding the

drainfleld with excessive water slows down or stops treatment processes

and can cause plumbing fixtures to back up.

can make my system tail?

If the amount of wastewater entering the system is more than the system can

handle, the wastewater backs up into the house or yard and creates a health

hazard.

You can suspect a system failure not only when a foul odor is emitted but

also when partially treated wastewater flows up to the ground surface. By

the time you can smell or see a problem, however, the damage might

already be done.

By limiting your water use, you can reduce the amount of wastewater your

system must treat. When you have your system inspected and pumped as

needed, you reduce the chance of system failure.

A system installed in unsuitable soils can also fail. Other failure risks

include tanks that are inaccessible for maintenance, drainflelds that are

paved or parked on, and tree roots or defective components that interfere

with the treatment process.

A Hotneownei's Guide to Septic Systems



'1 hc nost ohvio-j s"ptic cvtcn faili:re are 'av to spot. Check for pooling
wet "r n:iiclv o:l aroinl v-Iir "tic vtcn or :n your basement. Notice
whctEct your toi.ct o ik cks u:p whcn you: tliii or do laundry. You

flhlLit a, r,o't sIn.s ul l iJ:i gi.-: ,1.I'.S ',vt-( iI, drainfield. Septic

S".It-Lis rli aIl 'I-' j).iIIJ.il' ier.I-t Wr.sICwr.It-1 tomes into contact with

'eii.i;,.1-i.',. TL Is;r ',i.-ulu: j' n' a's t', 'It'tt'.J but it can result in the
' J .iLori of v..l ,v i I y s'i.rrus, ',u nun-i bodu-s of water. Check 'with a

o,.,Ii( 'sk;ui .:',iessional and the local

heilth d.csrtueiit if you suspect such a

t.uure. rei.iinber to have your septic
I syt"rn inpcct'l by a professional at

cv"rv 3 v'arc.

household toxics

:uon Iii vjur Lou:e tse udi tt, Jean out paint rollers
or ksli toxic. lir: o:-L4ed pit. so:vents md large volumes of
toxic clenci sho-ilc no: cntci v-uIr 'ç.tic vt"rn £ven latex paint cleanup
wte Loiild c m:nirnizel. qu:"eze ai. "xcc point and stain from

In ii . ie' rn i oJe s on se. e al la't-i J rn-wsp.- before rinsing. Leftover
[..irr' r.rn w aJI. '.bo ik be iakt'ri o w lol household hazardous

lfpr.-:ullr: iL-i V LI l-fY( system contains a living

o:'i MiJI,IS Jia 1,1(1 lit-al

Household cleaners

E thc mo: par. v-tui 'ç.tic vst"rn s hac:er-.a Loiild recover quickly(J " alie u.ii iStU) ml. 1 l:tiij,t.houJ sl r,jt 5noducts have entered
ih- ,ysl-n. Oi , st-. ,ont' der.ruri 2n'4 u. I'. are less toxic to

.' \::-:...
y u ie,r, ilian iI,. I -1 t-ls am In -I; bey ou into the potential
I.,u(d} ,I vm,ouis ;m' 'Jut i. Tit- ..,id a;er or Poison on a

F --- " S

lab ,,u'lu at ii. i iii- ;n',l.i'.l i' ,nily Iua,acdous. V/arntng tells
-

you pniut is iiiockritclv hiz.iniou:. Caution" means the
pfodt: i& i4.tIv haz.uous. ( Not,xx" and "Septic Safe"
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are terms created by advertisers to sell products.) Regardless of the type

of product, use it only in the amounts shown on the label instructions and

minimize the amount discharged into your septic system.

Hot tubs
o Hot tubs are a great way to relax.

nfortunate y, your septic system was

not designed to handle large quantities

of water from your hot tub. Emptying

hot tub water into your septic system stirs

the solids in the tank and pushes them out into the

drainfield, causing it to dog and fail. Draining your hot tub

into a septic system or over the drainlield can overload the system. Instead,

drain cooled hot tub water onto turf or landscaped areas well away from

the septic tank and drainfield, and in accordance with local regulations.

Use the same caution when draining your swimming pool.

Water Purification Systems
Some freshwater purification systems, including water softeners, unneces-

sarily pump water into the septic system. This can contribute hundreds of

gallons of water to the septic tank, causing agitation of solids and excess

flow to the drainfield. Check with your licensed plumbing professional

about alternative routing for such freshwater treatment systems.

Garbage disposals
Eliminating the use of a garbage disposal can reduce the amount of

grease and solids entering the septic tank and possibly clogging the (
drainfield. A garbage disposal grinds up kitchen scraps, suspends s

CIogt,.,
them in water, and sends the mixture to the septic tank. Once in

cat e'

the septic tank, some of the materials are broken down by bacte-
cqretn

I ftttr3 cO(fee crcucs

rial action, but most of the grindings have to be pumped out of
I

h/2ere

the tank. Using a garbage disposal frequently can significantly
/ K//I

increase the accumulation of sludge and scum in your septic tank,
f ,,

resulting in the need for more frequent pumping. I °' POSLC.CIS
flh1r
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Improper design or installation

',iie s',ik oiiJ- t -.t eljurr 'r..I-.iIt-( her.Iment; others don't. For this
ih- 'A .ie iJi.iir,ielJ c.. -ceiic system is based on the results

,,I's ii a,i-Is.,'. I I,ru.o'.;-:- a:,1 'st.ir. '1.igners sometimes underesti-
tia1. un- s,cn,I,t ri. ',f I.,','l oJs ': twl.tv oils can handle any volume

.A wi::ew.itr ippl:ed to them Many f.uue can be attributed to having
jn uJer::zd dr Jiek or iai :ej,nal ',roundwater table. Undersized
:pti. tk:-. iir ;Je&ia. fd:kre-illow solids to clog the drainfleld
and icilt :n vt'n: fai.inc.

If .t-ptn tanL is;, t -k:I,cJi (J into and out of the system.

1.,I. l:s -I. tilE' .rl%I),lirn-J)t k-I.,n into the system causes hydraulic

.,veL4di, ti'un" tLe syte:ii hevonG 1s .ipabilities and causing inadequate

tre.iti.tnt dnd sonetiie: Wt to flow up to the wound surface. Water

.,it of tLe :ex :s t n:hiiit health hazard because the leak-

i :ewat" has no: v': hecn treat'd.

E%.;, v,Lti s.tt-,,is jn' ;t-ils i'irn-'1, £-ilures due to poor installation

p: '.tj'.t-s ai 'r. 1.1. if Ilif' .1: is ;,',i p:'.iperly leveled, wastewater can

.,vci-o.td sy.:etii Hejvv equIt1let .ui d.unage the drainfleld during
itiIl.iti. wliidi tii kaci : o:l ot1lIdtIt:. and reduce the wastewater
1.flltrdt1otl And i: su:c dr4l1Ia'e :sn't diverted away from the field,
i: ca flow in:o awl sati:rate thc laihcic.
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iü1I'i1IfliDliill4IITTi1

Local Health Department

Name

Agency

Address

Address I

Phone and e-mail

EPA Onsite/Decentralized Management Homepage
www.epa.gov/owm/onsite

EPA developed this Web site to provide tools for communities investigating

and implementing onsite/decentralized management programs. The Web

site contains fact sheets, program summaries, case studies, links to design

and other manuals, and a list of state health department contacts that can

put you in touch with your local health department.

National SmaU Flows Clearinghouse
www.nesc.wvu.edu

Funded by grants from EPA, the NSFC helps America's small communi-

ties and individuals solve their wastewater problems. Its activities include

a Web site, online discussion groups, a toll -free assistance line 800-

624-8301), informative publications, and a free quarterly newsletter and

magazine.

Rural Community Assistance Program
www.rcap.org
RCAP is a resource for community leaders and others looking for technical

assistance services and training related to rural drinking water supply and

wastewater treatment needs, rural solid waste programs, housing, economic

development, comprehensive community assessment and planning, and

environmental regulations.
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rig Association, Inc

www.nowra.org

NO HA :6 a natv.nal pr'.f'ssv.nal oigan:aa::on to advance and promote

ih- n..iI' wasIewrI- miii ..1i.. I l, as'ciam ,rm promotes the need for

.- vm. t- a:J i. r.it- 1me ,i Li. in me need for properly designed

and uamI.im'd

www.septicyellowpages.com

The Spti 'YdLw Pae prvtc: :i:i Lv st.ite for professional septic

pimpers, iiist.il:crs. apetor. and tank iiaiijLtturers throughout
fix L nit"c State. :h i:c i d'signc'I to answer simple septic

yct"rn qrh'ns anI pu: h'rne-wner in contact with local septic system
p -f"s ioal

Transporters

www.nawt.org

NA'XT ui-i i., -t,-ti-, jtidutry to exchange ideas and

(Ins Tl \ -'XT \eb 'uI. lu¼t' sla'e asu iations and local inspectors

puupers

.J iri 51,4.
:lvrvi,i.,a
Al. t

ERi,2-h-'2- ;5

D. J.-1 2a(,2

,

' lt lil)I1 1r (;I- iihousc
PC, -,,. 1/'.

U1141
I-- 'm:'4.; 'I" . - ;l-489-8695

; ii iii P 'v I vui \gency

tiotwe
I Ii, +u'. ir lr w n ,.i ii,".. '-Ia r .S. I iritonmental Proteciion Agency policy

rr- qpI 1 flu i i mu '. Iufl u ' r fit 'uru "u rI7ltIons, trade namee, or commeraal
In l-i;i ii in uP ,l, m tI,i'''  unendationforuse.

R. kdF'..tk
I tuih 'j -lii - ii- i I' ', ',nm.. p. mu,,, mm of 500/0 post -consumer fiber

II ,iir,u' Iihh'tu-i'
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WMer
starts at

Fr
- Dos Don'ts

(adapted from National Small Flows Clearinghouse)

Dos
 Check with the local regulatory agency or inspector/pumper if you have a garbage disposal unit

to make sure that your septic system can handle this additional waste.

 Check with your local health department before using additives. Commercial septic tank
additives do not eliminate the need for periodic pumping and can be harmful to the system.

 Use water efficiently to avoid overloading the septic system, Be sure to repair leaky faucets or
toilets. Use high -efficiency fixtures.

 Use commercial bathroom cleaners and laundry detergents in moderation. Many people prefer
to clean their toilets, sinks, showers, and tubs with a mild detergent or baking soda.

 Check with your local regulatory agency or inspector/pumper before allowing water softener
backwash to enter your septic tank.

 Keep records of repairs, pumpings, inspections, permits issued, and other system maintenance
activities.

 Learn the location of your septic system. Keep a sketch of it with your maintenance record for
service visits.

 Have your septic system inspected at least every 3 years and pumped periodically (generally
every 3 to 5 years) by a licensed inspector/contractor.

 Plant only grass over and near your septic system. Roots from nearby trees or shrubs might
clog and damage the drainfield.

Don'ts

 Your septic system is not a trash can. Don't put dental floss, feminine hygiene products,
condoms, diapers, cotton swabs, cigarette butts, coffee grounds, cat litter, paper towels, latex
paint, pesticides, or other hazardous chemicals into your system.

 Don't use caustic drain openers for a dogged drain. Instead, use boiling water or a drain snake
to open clogs.

Don't drive or park vehicles on any part of your septic system. Doing so can compact the soil
in your drainfield or damage the pipes, tank, or other septic system components.
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Sepflc System Description
Contact your local authority if you don't have this
information.

Date system installed

Installer

Phone

Tanksize....................................................9allons

Capacity bedrooms

Type conventional

alternative (type)

For more information about W

b
septic systems, contact:

Name

Agency

Phone and e-mail

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

//WW spa qoio,jm'o,sitsI

Things to keep in mind:
Inspect your system (every ito 3 years) and
pump your tank (as necessary, generally every
3 to 5 years).

' Use water efficiently.

Don't dispose of household hazardous wastes
in sinks and toilets.

Plant only grass over and near your septic
system. Roots troni nearby trees or shnibs
might clog and damage the drainuield.

Don't drive or park vehicles on any
part of your septic system.
Doing so can compact the
soil in your drainfield or
damage the pipes, tank, or
other septic system 'V0., --a
components.

I.

/

Next Scheduled Pumping Co./ Activities
Service Activity Phone Completed

):, 2Ck. I ;scctioti tt )L fJ!pcC

Comments

Iti.e aycr oiy-my nec4
4 y4r

Place on electrical bos (usO box) or other convenient location.



APPENDIX D

CAPACITY, MANAGEMENT, OPERATION, AND MAI1NTENANCE
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United States Office of Water (4201) EPA 833-01-F-001
Environmental Protection Washington, DC 20460 January 2001
Agency http://vwvw.epa.gov/water

&EPA Proposed Rule To Protect Communities From
Overflowing Sewers

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is proposing to clarfr and expand permit
requirements under the Clean WaterActfor 19,000 municipal sanitary sewer collection systems
in order to reduce sanitary sewer overflows. The proposed requirements will help communities
improve some of our Nation 's most valuable infrastructure -our wastewater collection
systems-by requiring facilities to develop and implement new capacity, management, operation,
and maintenance programs and public notification programs. The 19,000 systems covered by
this rule include 4,800 municipal satellite collection systems which will be directly regulated
under the Clean Water Act for the first time. The proposed requirements will result in fewer
sewer overflows, leading to healthier communities, fewer beach closures, and fish and shellfish
that are safer to eat.

Background

Sanitary sewer collection systems perform the critical task of collecting sewage and other
wastewater from places where people live, work, and recreate, and transport it to the treatment
facility for proper treatment and disposal. These systems are essential for protecting public health
and the environment.

A combination of factors has resulted in releases of untreated sewage from some parts of the
collection systems before it reaches treatment facilities, known as sanitary sewer overflows. Most
cities and towns started building sewer collection systems over 100 years ago and many of these
systems have not received adequate upgrades, maintenance and repair over time. Cities have used
a wide variety of materials, designs, and installation practices. Even well -operated systems may
be subject to occasional blockages or structural, mechanical, or electrical failures. Problems with
sewer overflows can be particularly severe where portions of a system have fallen into disrepair
or where an older system is inferior to more modern systems.

EPA estimates that there are at least 40,000 overflows of sanitary sewers each year. The
untreated sewage from these overflows can contaminate our waters, causing serious water quality
problems and threatening drinking water supplies and fish and shellfish. It can also back up into
basements, causing property damage and creating threats to public health for those who come in
contact with the untreated sewage.

Sanitary sewer overflows that discharge to surface waters have been prohibited under the Clean
Water Act since 1972. Municipal wastewater treatment plants that discharge are currently
required to comply with National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits,
which require record -keeping and reporting of overflows and maintenance of their collection
system. Most satellite sewage collection systems do not current have NPDES permits.



Proposed Rule to Reduce Sewer Overflows

EPA is proposing revisions to the NPDES permit regulations to improve the operation of
municipal sanitary sewer collection systems, reduce the frequency and occurrence of sewer
overflows, and provide more effective public notification when overflows do occur. This
proposal will provide communities with a framework for reducing health and environmental risks
associated with overflowing sewers. The result will be fewer overflows, better information for
local communities, and extended lifetime for the Nation's infrastructure. This rule primarily
addresses sanitary sewer overflows, not combined sewer overflows.

Capacity Assurance, Management, Operation, and Maintenance Programs. These programs will
help communities ensure they have adequate wastewater collection and treatment capacity and
incorporate many standard operation and maintenance activities for good system performance.
When implemented, these programs will provide for efficient operation of sanitary sewer
collection systems.

Notfring the Public and Health Authorities. Municipalities and other local interests will
establish a locally -tailored program that notifies the public of overflows according to the risk
associated with specific overflow events. EPA is also proposing that annual summaries of sewer
overflows be made available to the public. The proposal also clarifies existing record -keeping
requirements and requirements to report to the state.

Prohibition ofOverflows. The existing Clean Water Act prohibition of sanitary sewer overflows
that discharge to surface waters is clarified to provide communities with limited protection from
enforcement in cases where overflows are caused by factors beyond their reasonable control or
severe natural conditions, provided there are no feasible alternatives.

Expanding Permit Coverage to Satellite Systems. Satellite municipal collection systems are those
collection systems where the owner or operator is different than the owner or operator of the
treatment facility. Some 4,800 satellite collection systems will be required to obtain NPDES
permit coverage to include the requirements under this proposal.

Cost

EPA estimates that this rule would impose an additional total cost for municipalities of $93.5
million to $126.5 million each year, including costs associated with both planning and
permitting. A collection system serving 7,500 may need to spend an average of $6,000 each year
to comply with this rule.

Additional Information

For additional information about EPA's proposed sanitary sewer overflow regulation, contact
Kevin Weiss at weiss.kevin@epa.gov or visit http://www.epa.gov/owm/sso.htm on the Internet.



CAPACITY, MANAGEMENT, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
(CMOM)

122.42(1) Capacity, Management, Operation and Maintenance Programs for Municipal
Sanitary Sewer Systems

(1) General Standards - You, the permittee, must:

(i) properly manage, operate and maintain, at all times, all parts of collection system
that you own or over which you have operational control;

(ii) provide adequately capacity to convey base flows and peak flows for all parts of
the collection system you own or have operational control;

(iii) take all feasible steps to stop, and mitigate the impact of, sanitary sewer overflows
in portions of the collection system you own or have operational control; and

(iv) provide notification to parties with a reasonable potential for exposure to
pollutants associated with the overflow event.

(v) develop a written summary of your CMOM program and make it, and the audit
under section (5), available to any member of the public upon request.

(2) Management Program - You must develop a capacity, management, operation and
maintenance (CMOM) program to comply with paragraph (1). If you believe that any
element of this section is not appropriate or applicable for your CMOM program, your
program does not need to address it, but your written summary must explain why that
element is not applicable. The Director will consider the quality of the CMOM program,
its implementation and effectiveness in any relevant enforcement action, including but not
limited to any enforcement action for violation of the prohibition of any municipal sanitary
sewer system discharges described at 40 CFR 122.42(g). The program must:

(i) Goals: Identify with specificity the major goals of your CMOM program,
consistent with the general standards identified above.

(ii) Organization: Identify:

(A) administrative and maintenance positions responsible from implementing
measures in your CMOM program, including lines of authority by
organization chart or similar document; and

(B) the chain of communication for reporting SSOs under 122.42(e) from

CONSENSUS RECOMMENDATION of the SSO FEDERAL ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE
CMOM requirements CMOM - 1 October 20, 1999



receipt of a complaint or other information to the person responsible for
reporting to the NPDES authority

(iii) Legal Authority: Include legal authority, through sewer use ordinances, service
agreements or other legally binding documents, to:

(A) Control infiltration and connections from inflow sources;

(B) Require that sewers and connections be properly designed and constructed;

(C) Ensure proper installation, testing, and inspection of new and rehabilitated
sewers (such as new or rehabilitated collector sewers and new or
rehabilitated service laterals);

(D) Address flows from satellite municipal collection systems; and

(E) Implement the general and specific prohibitions of the national
pretreatment program that you are subject to under 40 CFR 403.5.

(iv) Measures and Activities. Your CMOM program must address the elements
listed below that are appropriate and applicable to your system and identify the
person or position in your organization responsible for each element.

(A) Maintenance of facilities

(B) Maintenance of a map of the collection system

(C) Management of information and use of timely , relevant information to
establish and prioritize appropriate CMOM activities (such as the
immediate elimination of dry weather overflows or overflows into sensitive
waters such as public drinking water supplies and their source waters,
swimming beaches and waters where swimming occurs, shellfish beds,
designated Outstanding National Resource Waters, National Marine
Sanctuaries, waters withing federal, state, or local parks, and water
containing threatened or endangered species or their habitat), and identify
and illustrate trends in overflows.

(D) Routine preventive operation and maintenance activities

(E) Assessment of the cunent capacity of the collection system and treatment
facilities which you own or over which you have operational control

CONSENSUS RECOMMENDATION of the SSO FEDERAL ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE
CMOM requirements CMOM - 2 October 20, 1999



(F) Identification and prioritization of structural deficiencies and identifying
and implementing short-term and long term rehabilitation actions to
address each deficiency

(G) Appropriate training on a regular basis

(H) Equipment and replacement parts inventories including identification of
critical replacement parts.

(v) Design and Performance Provisions: You must establish:

(A) requirements and standards for the installation of new sewers, pumps and
other appurtenances; and rehabilitation and repair projects.

(B) procedures and specifications for inspecting and testing the installation of
new sewers, pumps, and other appurtenances and for rehabilitation and
repair projects.

(vi) Monitoring, Measurement and Program Modifications. You must monitor the
implementation and, where appropriate measure the effectiveness of each element
of your CMOM program. You must update program elements as appropriate
based on monitoring or performance evaluations. You must modify the summary
of your CMOM program as appropriate to keep it updated and accurate.

(3) Overflow Response Plan: You must develop and implement an overflow response plan
that identifies measures to protect public health and the environment by, including but not
limited to, mechanisms to:

(i) ensure that you are made aware of all overflows (to the greatest extent possible);

(ii) ensure that overflows are appropriately responded to, including ensuring that
reports of overflows are immediately dispatched to appropriate personnel for
investigation and appropriate response;

(iii) ensure appropriate reporting pursuant to 40 CFR 122.42(e).

(iv) ensure appropriate notification to the public, health agencies, and other impacted
entities (e.g. water suppliers) pursuant to 40 CFR 122.42(h). The CMOM should
identify the public health and other officials who will receive immediate notification

(v) ensure that appropriate personnel are aware of and follow the plan and
appropriately trained; and

CONSENSUS RECOMMENDATION of the SSO FEDERAL ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE
CMOM requirements CMOM - 3 October 20, 1999



(vi) provide emergency operations.

(4) System Evaluation and Capacity assurance plan: You must prepare and implement a
plan for system evaluation and capacity assurance if peak flow conditions are contributing
to an SSO discharge unless you have either (1) already taken steps to conect the
hydraulic deficiency or(2) the discharge meets the criteria of 122.42(g)(2). At a minimum
the plan must include:

(i) Evaluation: Steps to evaluate those portions of the collection system which you
own or over which you have operational control which are experiencing or
contributing to an SSO discharge caused by hydraulic deficiency or to
noncompliance at a treatment plant. The evaluation must provide estimates of
peak flows (including flows from SSOs that escape from the system) associated
with conditions similar to those causing overflow events, provide estimates of the
capacity of key system components, identify hydraulic deficiencies, including
components of the system with limiting capacity and identify the major sources
that contribute to the peak flows associated with overflow events.

(ii) Capacity Enhancement Measures: Establish short and long term actions to address
each hydraulic deficiency including prioritization, alternative analysis, and a
schedule.

(iii) Plan updates: The plan must be updated to describe any significant change in
proposed actions and/or implementation schedule. The plan must also be updated
to reflect available information on the performance of measures that have been
implemented.

(5) CMOM Program Audits - As part of the NPDES permit application, you must conduct
an audit, appropriate to the size of the system and the number of overflows, and submit a
report of such audit, evaluating your CMOM and its compliance with this subsection,
including its deficiencies and steps to respond to them.

(6) Communications: The permittee should communicate on a regular basis with various
interested parties on the implementation and performance of its CMOM program. The
communication system should allow interested parties to provide input to the permittee as
the CMOM program is developed and implemented.

CONSENSUS RECOMMENDATION of the SSO FEDERAL ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE
CMOM requirements CMOM - 4 October 20, 1999



Summary of Major Industry Technical References for Sanitary Sewers - April 2001

Measure Technical References

Identify and track discharges Sewer System Infrastructure Analysis and Rehabilitation Handbook, EPA, 1991

Overflow emergency response Preparing Sewer Overflow Response Plans: A Guidebook for Local Governments;
plans American Public Works Assoc, Tele: 816-472-6100

Public notification Combined Sewer Overflows - Guidance for Nine Minimum Controls, EPA, May 1995,
EPA 832-B-95-003

General management, Wastewater Collection Systems Management, Manual of Practice No 7, Water
operation and maintenance Environment Federation, 5th edition, 1999.

Operation and Maintenance of Wastewater Collection Systems, a field study training
program, 4th edition, California State University, Sacramento, 1993.

Control of Infiltration and Inflow in Private Building Sewer Connections - Monograph,
Water Environment Federation, 1999.

Manual of Practices- Wastewater Collection Systems, NASSCO, 1995

Detection, Control and Correction of Hydrogen Sulfide Corrosion in Existing
Wastewater Systems, EPA -832-R-92-001, Sept, 1992

Capacity evaluations, actions Sewer System Infrastructure Analysis and Rehabilitation Handbook, EPA, 1991
to ensure adequate capacity
and rehabilitation Existing Sewer Evaluation & Rehabilitation, WEF manual of practice FD -6, ASCE

Manual and report on engineering practice no. 62, 1994

Sewerage Rehabilitation Manual, 3'' ed., Water Research Centre, 1994.

Inspector Handbook for Sewer Collection System Maintenance and Rehabilitation,
NASSCO, 1993

Manhole Inspection and Rehabilitation, ASCE Manuals and Report on Engineering
Practice No. 92, 1997

Specification Guidelines for Wastewater Collection Systems Maintenance and
Rehabilitation, 9th ed., NASSCO, 1996

Monograph: Control of Infiltration/Inflow (I/U In Private Sewer Service Connections,
WEF, 1999

Demonstration of Service Lateral Testing and Rehabilitation TechniQues, EPA, 1985

Handbook for Sewer System Evaluation and Rehabilitation, EPA, 1975, EPA/430/9-
75/02 1

Sewer use ordinance - Testing Demonstration of Service Lateral Testing and Rehabilitation TechniQues., EPA, 1985
of new sewers

Gravity Sanitary Sewer Design and Construction, ASCE manual and report on
engineering practice no. 60 and WPCF Manual of Practice No. FD -5, 1982.



Performance indicators Collection Systems: Methods for Evaluating and Improving Performance, California
State University, Sacramento, 1998.

Optimization of Collection System Maintenance Frequencies and System Performance,
ASCE, 1999.

Benchmarking Wastewater Operations -Collection, Treatment, and Biosolids
Management, WERF, Project 96 -CTS -5, 1997

Benchmark '95: Wastewater Collection Agencies: An Analysis of Survey Data
Charlotte-Mecklenberg Utility Department, 1995

Stalnaker, R. and M. Rigsy, "Evaluating the Effectiveness of Wastewater Collection
System Maintenance." Water Engineering Management, January 1997

General design issues Construction Grants 1985, EPA, 1984, EPA/430/9-84/004

Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities, 1990, A report of the wastewater
committee of the Great Lakes -Upper Mississippi River Board of State Public Health and
Environmental Managers.

Technical Report 16 - Guides for the Design of Wastewater Treatment Works, 1998,
New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission.

Pumping Station Design, 2nd ed, Sanks, 1998

Design of Wastewater and Stormwater Pumping Stations - MOP FD -4. WEF, 1993.

Wastewater Enineerin: Collection and Pumping of Wastewater. Metcalf& Eddy, Inc.,
McGraw-Hill, 1981.

Design and Construction of Sanitary & Storm Sewers - MOP 9. Water Pollution Control
Federation, 1969.

Design Manual for Odor and Corrosion Control in Sanitary Sewerage Systems and
Treatment Plants, EPA/625/1 -85/018, October 1985

To locate these documents, please contact the following:

Office of Water Resource Center (202) 260-7786

National Small Flows Clearinghouse (800) 624-8301

Water Environment Federation www.wef.org
(Formerly: Water Pollution Control Federation)

CA State University. Sacremento (916) 278-6142

American Society of Civil Engineers httD://www.asce.orgl
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FIGURE 1-2
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FIGURE 1-3

Major Watersheds of Delaware County
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FIGURE 1-4

Municipal/Public Sewer Organizations
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FIGURE 1-5
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FIGURE 2-1

Population Density by Municipality, 2000
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FIGURE 2-2

Projected Population Change, 2000-2025
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FIGURE 3-1

Treatment Facilities, Western Planning Area

Treatment Facility Key
I BROOKHAVEN WWTP
2 RIDINGSWWTP
3 DELCORAWRTP
4 BALDWIN RUN POLLUTION CONTROL PLANT
5 CENTRAL STP
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FIGURE 3-2
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FIGURE 3-4

Concord Township Sewer Authority
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FIGURE 3-5

Rose Valley Borough
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FIGURE 3-6

Southwest Delaware County Municipal Authority
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FIGURE 3-7

Thornbury Township
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FIGURE 3-8Bethel Township Sewer Authority
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FIGURE 3-9

Middletown Township Sewer Authority
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Newtown Township
FIGURE 3-10
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Southern Delaware
FIGURE 3-11
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FIGURE 3-12

Upper Providence Township Sewer Authority
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FIGURE 3-13
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FIGURE 3-14
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FIGURE 3-15

Edgmont Township
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FIGURE 4-1

Soil Limitations for On -Lot Disposal Systems
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Physiographic
FIGURE 4-2

Provinces and Geology
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